
Many of the designs and plans produced by the Region 6 architectural team were published in Groben's
Acceptable Plans, Forest Service Administrative Building (Figure 23). These buildings had an elemental feel
in the use of stone and wood, and the term "Rustic style" became associated with these Depression-Era
structures that were locally designed by trained architects and constructed by local carpenters. Some of the
same plans were used at different ranger stations although there was usually some variation in the
construction materials. For example, one of the standard three-room residences was built at three locations in
the Siskiyou National Forest (Gasquet, Patrick Creek, and Ferron), and as guard cabins in the Wallowa,
Deschutes, and Colville forests. These plans and designs could be modified (with approval) to meet the needs
of the various ranger districts.

Generally, the "Rustic" (or "Cascadian") style took the form of wood-frame buildings with mid-to-high
pitched gable or hip roofs covered with cedar shingles (or sometimes larger, rougher cedar or pine shakes),
and had dormers, fieldstone or brick chimneys, horizontal clapboard, drop, or wood shingle siding often with
vertical boards or shingles on the gable ends, and fieldstone or concrete foundations, entries, and patios.
Window treatment represents one of the most successful ornamental schemes on many CCC-built Forest
Service buildings in Region 6. The multiple-lights windows, with simple wide trim, gave the buildings a
distinctly "cottage-like" look.

Figure 23. Leavenworth RD Residence, Wenatchee
NF. Standard Plan No. 201 reproduced in Acceptable
Plans FSAdministrative Buildings, 1938 (right).

Ornamental elements on the buildings included
timber brackets at doorways and entries, timber
porch posts, and wooden shutters andlor gable-end
trim boards with the familiar Forest Service "pine-
tree" symbol. either as a "cut-out," routed intaglio,
or painted on (Figure 25). Paint or stain schemes
favored earth-tones, especially brown stain in
forested areas. Suggested building colors for open
sites could be gray or white; these color schemes
were also "suggested" in Groben's plan book.
Outdoor fireplaces and other stone landscaping
features were common features. Architects
employed variations of these designs for different
building types. Residences, garages, and accessory
buildings designed in this period often had similar
elements that visually tied together the buildings in
the complex.
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Figure 24. Cascade Head
Experiment Station, Siuslaw NE,
coastal Cape Cod style.

A few of the designs in Region 6 reflect other architectural designs.
Although similar to the Rustic style in the multi-light windows, side-facing
gable roof, interior masonry chimney, the residential building in the Cascade
Head Experimental Forest, Siuslaw National Forest exhibits elements of the

Colonial or "Cape Cod cottage" style, with narrow eaves, limited details,
slightly recessed front door (often with "classical" pilasters flanking the front
door), and corner pilasters (Figure 24). Designed by Region 6 architect Linn
A. Forrest, the residence reflects a more formal, "coastal" Cape Cod style
rather than the agency's far more common Rustic style, possibly because of
its location near the Pacific Ocean.

Dwellings

The Forest Service residences include single-family dwellings, scaler's portable residences, crew and
bunkhouses, guard dwellings, and combination offices and residences. Architects designed four, five, six and
seven-room ranger residences in various configurations; some having partial basements. Rangers' houses
tended to be substantially larger and to have more ornate interiors than did the neighboring residences built

for the district ranger's timber and fire-prevention assistants. Ranger-station residences generally had one or

one-and-a-half stories, and varied in size from the smaller four-room buildings, measuring 23' x 35', to the
larger seven-room residences, measuring 28' x 46'6". Most of the residences were rectangular, L-shaped, or
irregular in plan, with lower wings projecting from the main building volume.

Patios, porches, and entries were integral to the design, which were planned for efficiency and to take
advantage of natural light and ventilation. Most interior floor plans, at a minimum, had a hall, kitchen, living

room with fireplace, bathroom, and bedroom. The largerfloor plans often had additional rooms, such as a
dining room, pantry, linen closet, storeroom, and basement with laundry facilities. Designers planned interior
rooms to maximize light and wall space by assuring good door and window placement, and care was taken
not to use other rooms as corridors between two rooms. This was especially important in dwellings that also
served as office space or a public area. These combination guard residences and public contact stations were
larger in plan and had a public room with limited access to the private living quarters.

Figure 25. Photograph of Zigzag South Residence, Mt. Hood National Forest, and matching design from Standard Plan No.

300 reproduced in Acceptable Plans FSAdministrative Buildings (right).

The fire-prevention assistants' dwellings were usually smaller, two- or three-room structures with a larger
living area, a small kitchen, and a sleeping room to accommodate one or more employees (bunks were often
incorporated into the rooms). Some of the smaller two-room dwellings measured 1 8'6" x 26', and the larger
three-room buildings measured 24' x 36'6". Although somewhat simplified versions of the larger ranger
residences, houses built for these prevention assistants' (PM, later called fire-control officers, FCOs, and then
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fire management officers, or FMOs) often shared the same rustic attributes (e.g., rockpatios and porches,
fireplaces, and decorative details) as the ranger's house. At some ranger stations (i.e., those with an active
timber-harvest program), an additional house was provided for the timber assistant (TA, later called timber

management officer or TMO).

The large crew bunkhouse buildings accommodated a number of workers. Common bunkhouse designs were

for 6, 8, 12, 16, and 30 workers. These buildings usually had a central lounge or community area, large
washroom and toilet facilities, dining room, and bedrooms and/or dormitories. In the larger houses, the
dormitory or sleeping quarters were in the upper story. The portable scaler's dwellings were small (14' x 32'
or 39'), rectangular buildings with a side-facing gable roof. Constructed as fairly portable units, these
buildings resembled manufactured homes in their long narrow plan that included a small kitchen, living room,

entrance, and bedroom. Two of these units were sometimes semi-attached in an L-shaped configuration
connected by a breezeway. One unit functioned as the living area and the other unit contained the bedrooms

and bathroom.

Offices
Forest Service ranger-station offices were similar in exterior design to the residences. Increasingly separated
from the ranger's living quarters, the offices ranged in size from small (16' x 24') one-room structures with an
office area, storage room and wash room, to larger two-, three-, and four-roombuildings (27'4" x 46'2")
designed with several office spaces, for the ranger and others, a bathroom, and a public room (or at least a tiny
vestibule-like "lobby"). Most of the offices had basements with a lavatory, storage space, and furnace/fuel

room. Some of the larger offices also functioned as a living quarters for seasonal employees, with bedrooms
or dormitories on the upper level.

Support Buildings
The support buildings, arranged as an ensemble for efficiency in relationship to one another, included shops,
warehouses, garages, gas-and-oil storage buildings, barns, public toilets, and garages. Other associated
features (such as outdoor fireplaces, flagpoles, and landscape elements) also constituted important parts of a

compound's layout and design.

A vital part of the ranger station, the machine/carpenter's shop often had dual purposes (Figure 26). Planned
for utility, these buildings were designed with large open-interior spacesamply lit by bands of multi-light
windows, top-mounted sliding doors, skylights, and dormers. Often, smaller rooms along one elevation
housed offices, utilities, blacksmiths, parts, battery storage, welding, and painting. Typical sizes for the

machine shops were 44' x 70', 45' x 80', and 58' x 100'. Architects visually broke the long line of the larger
shop buildings with projecting gable end bays used as service areas.

The small gas-and-oil storage houses were designed as separate building set at some distance from the others

to reduce the risk of fire and often contained some of the same "rustic" elements as the larger buildings
(Figure 19). These storage buildings generally had a loading platform or curb, an oil barrel storage room, fire
extinguisher, sand box, and an exterior gas pump. Typical sizes were 13' x 18', 16' x 18', and 26' x 30'.
Often, the gas-and-oil house was combined with a vehicle service area (wash room, elevated greasing rack).

Garages varied from simple one-and-two car garages to four-car garages. Other variation on the plan includes
combining the garage with a wood shed or a storage area. Typical sizes for the two-car garage was 17'/20' x
28' and the combination buildings (woodshed, storage) were 20' x 20'. Larger vehicle (trucks and cars)

storage garages and shops sometimes bad dormitory facilities on the second floor and vehicle storage and

repair on the first floor.

Different ranger stations employed various combinations of warehouse and storage buildings. These included

storage warehouses (for supplies, equipment/tools, and trucks), and combination shops and storage buildings,
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as well as combined fire and improvement warehouses. Sometimes the storage areas were attached to the
ranger-station office. Designers tailored these storage facilities to the needs and uses of the different ranger
stations, and they served a variety of purposes.

Figure 26. Photograph of Zigzag Carpenter Shop, Mt. Hood National
Forest, and matching design from Standard Plan No. 707 in Acceptable
Plans FSAdministrative Buildings (right).

Other storage buildings included separate machine- or truck-
storage structures and barns. The machine- or truck-storage sheds
were generally simple rectangular buildings with gable roofs, and
vehicle bays along the longitudinal elevation. The bays were
either open or were enclosed with door; they typically sheltered
flat-bed stake trucks, pick-up trucks, fire-pumper trucks, and graders. Horse barns, ranging in size to
accommodate from two to twelve horses, featured stalls, feed and saddle/tack rooms, and a hay storage area.
During this period, barns followed a more standardized plan that reflected the other rustic-style buildings in
the compound. The distinctive gambrel roof and hay hoods, formerly found in regional farmsteads and earlier
ranger stations, gradually gave way to gable roofs and dormers. Pump houses, public restrooms, horse
shelters, recreation halls, lumber sheds, cement warehouses, sign shops, and boat houses were also part of
some ranger stations depending on the location and use.

A Unified Vision: Examples of a "Rustic" Forest Ranger Station Complex

The Lake-of-the-Woods Ranger Station (Fremont-Wmema National Forests), listed on the National Register
in 1983, is an excellent example of a Civilian Conservation Corps-built Forest Service resource. The
compound consists of seven separate structures: the office, ranger's residence, fire control officer's (FCO)
residence with garage, crew house, generator house, fuel house, and barn. All of these buildings demonstrate
the basic hallmarks of the rustic style: 12 in 12 or 14 in 12 roof pitches, 12" horizontal clapboard siding with
12" vertical board siding on the gable ends, fieldstone entries, chimneys, and foundations (the foundations are
concrete with the fieldstone applied as a decorative veneer in keeping with the rustic appearance). On four of
the buildings, solid timber posts with curved brackets mark the entries and the distinctive Forest Service pine-
tree symbol appear as cut-outs on several of the gable ends. In addition to the buildings themselves, "outdoor
living" elements --- benches and a stone patio --- are incorporated into the design. These buildings all possess
Region 6 Rustic-style design elements.

I 1.1 &Ye%
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Other extant individual examples of Depression-Era buildings/complexes include the Mapleton Ranger
District Residence (1934) and Assistant Ranger's Residence, Siuslaw National Forest; buildings on the
Clackamas Lake Ranger Station, Mt. Hood National Forest (eleven buildings and four structures); the Bly
Ranger Station, Fremont National Forest; the Butte Falls Ranger Station and the former Union Creek Ranger
Station, Rogue River National Forest; Gold Beach Ranger Station, Siskiyou National Forest, and the Wallowa
Ranger Station, Wallow-Whitman National Forest.

Examples of Depression-Era Buildings Complexes: 1933-1941

Resource Name Forest Location Date
Glacier Ranger Station Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie NF

Glacier Residence 1933

Machine Shop 1933

Field Office 1936

Ranger Station Office 1938

Darrington Ranger Station Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie NF
Fire Warehouse 1933
Paint Storage Building 1933

Residence 1934

Storage Building 1938

Open Storage Shed 1938

* Note: Several other buildings in this station were constmcted during the Intennediate Period: 19 12-1932

World War 11 and the Post-War Period: 1942-1960
America's entry into World War II marked the end of the New Deal's work-relief era, with its extensive
building activity on the national forests. In Region 6 war-time budget constraints halted most construction of
improvements and officials focused on repair and alterations to meet building needs. The Forest Service
faced severe staffing problems as many men joined the armed forces.

At Bear Springs Guard Station on the Mt. Hood National Forest where additional housing was needed for
timber management personnel, Forest Supervisor Clare Hendee sought funds only to cover materials and
meals for the Civilian Public Service workers doing the construction. In October 1944, he justified the
project to the Regional Forester

The one-room cabin which was moved to Bear Springs from Cedar Flat has been repaired
and is now being used by timber sale personnel, but this one-room cabin is entirely inadequate
to house the four or more people ho will be engaged in timber sale work during the winter at
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1936
1937-38
1940

1933
1933
1933
1934
1935
1936
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Mt. Adams Ranger Station Gifford Pinchot NF
Ranger Residence
Lumber Shed
Ranger Station Office
Fire Warehouse
Truck Shed
Machine Shop
Ranger Station Asst. Ranger's Garage

Zigzag Ranger Station Mt. Hood NF
Fire Management Office
Carpenter Shop
Cement Shed
Crewhouse
Sign Shop
Residence
South Residence



this station. It is therefore, urgent that we provide additional bachelor quarters for these men
(Hendee, 1944).

Post-War Period

After the end of World War II, thousands of military personnel returned home and went back into the
workforce. The post-War home-building period created an insatiable demand for lumber. The Forest Service
once again reassessed their mission, placing more emphasis on road building and timber production. This
increased activity meant more field employees, and it placed a stress on Forest Service facilities.

By 1946, road development and the availability of vehicles lessened the isolation of ranger stations. More
visitors traveled to the stations with questions about hiking, camping, hunting and fishing, and rangers now
needed offices large enough to house additional duties associated with increased public contact. With
employees able to either live at the administrative site or commute there for work, some of the permanent
ranger stations became known as "work centers" to better reflect their function in the agency's program.

While individual forests desperately needed new residences, offices, garages, warehouse and maintenance
facilities, Federal budget restrictions slowed the construction program. In the late 1940s and early 1 950s,
Forest Service improvement projects "focused on rehabilitation, relocation, replacement or reconstruction of
older facilities" (Grosvenor, 1999:53). Other projects converted garages and barns to bunkhouses, and
dwellings into offices.

Pine Creek Ranger Station (Gifford Pinchot National Forest) sought expanded facilities. Early in the spring
of 1952, Forest Supervisor Barrett wrote R.F. Grefe in the Region 6 Division of Engineering:

We have in mind a combined office and warehouse with bachelor quarters either over the office
or in a wing attached to the office. . . . In addition to this combination building we will need
several residences, equipment storage building, gas and oil house, light plant, bunkhouse
facilities, barn and probably a mess hall unless this could be in combination with the bunkhouse

. I would say that the first building we need would be the combined office and warehouse,
and at least one residence with, of course, a light plant, water system, gas and oil house, and
equipment storage (Barrett, 1952).

In describing the need for facilities at Union Creek on the Rogue River National Forest, Supervisor J.H.
Wood wrote the Regional Forester to report plans to move the old Hamaker Guard Station to the ranger
station to gain much-need living quarters for an expanding work force. "There are now eight yearlong
personnel at Union Creek," he wrote,

not including scalers who usually work from eight to ten months. There are available
quarters for seven families if we include an unsatisfactory two-room converted garage. We
realize fully this situation is not uncommon to other Forests. We recognize also betterment and
new construction priorities are controlled entirely by limited budgets in available funds (Wood,
1952).

Surplus Buildings: Meeting the Demand

Forest supervisors researched other ways to procure much-needed buildings for their forests. They purchased
surplus structures especially war-surplus buildingsand moved these unwanted structures to forest
administrative sites. The Forest Service purchased bunkhouses from the Army Camp Adair complex, near
Corvallis, Oregon, after the camp was decommissioned in 1946 (DiBenedetto, 2004). These buildings were
placed in several ranger stations, including Packwood, Wind River, and Blue River. Region 6 continued to
seek more surplus housing units, and in 1950 it bought three portable, 20' x 30' prefabricated timber-sale
buildings from the Carlton Lumber Company (Beaman, June 1950). Three years later, Regional officials
located surplus houses from the "Victory Housing Project" in Portland, which bad been developed and
administered by the Public Housing Authority to house defense workers employed at the Kaiser Shipyards.
These buildings, minimal-tract-style residences, were very simple (somewhat "Cape Cod"-like) structures
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with gable roofs, wide clapboard or shingle siding, multi-light windows, shallow eaves, and small porch
hoods. L. K. Mays, Region 6 Engineer, described the opportunity to obtain these structures:

We found some rather desirable I and 3 bedroom frame dwellings available at a cost of
approximately $62.50 each. . . Considering the very great need for additional housing and the
very low price at which these buildings can be secured, we have decided to attempt purchase of
12, 3-becroom units, preferably with the drop siding finish We would not care to get the
structures with plywood and batten strip exterior finish or those with the vents under the fixed
windows (Mays, 1953a).

Rather than spend the limited amount available for a relatively small number of standard new
structures, it has been decided that we would try out some of the surplus houses that can be
purchased from the Portland Housing Authority at low cost. This will permit the erection of a
much larger number of buildings to help solve the shortage where it is most acute....
Distribution would be. . . contingent upon receiving allotments from the Chief for F.Y. 1954

Unable to buy all three-bedroom houses, Region 6 Division of Engineering accepted some two-bedroom
dwellings, and, unable to pay for full basements, the Regional Office allowed individual Forests to use their
own allocated funds to build them. Mays warned Forest Supervisors that there was no money for new water
systems. "You may have to pack water out of the creek for a year," he told them "until additional funds can
be secured to finish the job" (Mays, 1953b).

The Forest Service dismantled the structures and transported the buildings to the ranger stations, where
workers placed them on new concrete foundations at places such as Verlot Ranger Station, Mt. Baker
National Forest, and the Pine Creek Ranger Station on the Gifford Pinchot National Forest. The Mt. Hood
National Forest purchased two buildingsone at Estacada Ranger Station and one at Bear Springs. The
Siuslaw National Forest, Hebo and Mapleton Ranger Stations each received one building. The Steamboat
Ranger Station on the Umpqua National Forest secured three buildings, and the Cascadia Ranger Station and
McKenzie Bridge Ranger Station each received one (Nelson, 1953; Grefe, 1953a).

In late July 1953, the federal Bureau of the Budget issued Circular No. A-18 that outlined new policies on
regulating housing construction for federal personnel. The publication set criteria for justifying
constructionagencies had to prove that there was no private rental housing available close by and that a
certain number of families were required at a location. The regulations also determined the allowable sizes
for residential building. The document also described a new system of design standards and rules for
compliance with these standards. Forest Service officials tried to devise workable interpretations of some of
the stipulations (Dodge, 1953).

The New Building Program
By 1956, funding had increased sufficiently to allow Region 6 administrators to plan a number of new
buildings. In January 1956, Forest Service officials in Washington DC wrote Regional Foresters announcing

equal to the estimates that we are now using. . . and to our budget being approved:

Forest Type Size New Location and Use
Deschutes 3 bed 24 x 33 Sisters T.M.A.
G. Pinchot duplex 24 x 33 Pine Creek- Office & crew house
Mt. Hood 3 bed 24 x 33 Bear Springs T.M.A.
Mt. Hood 2 bed 24 x 28 Estacada T.M.A.
Siuslaw 3 bed 24 x 33 Hebo T.M.A.
Siuslaw 3 bed 24 x 33 Mapleton T.M.A.
Umpqua 2 bed 24 x 28 Wolf Cr. Crew House
Umpqua 3 bed 24 x 33 Steamboat T.M.A.
Umpqua 3 bed 24 x 33 Steamboat D.A.
Willamette 2 bed 24 x 28 Rigdon office
Willamette 3 bed 24 x 33 Rigdon dwelling
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funding for Fiscal Year 1957. Funds of $1,000,000 had been budgeted "for construction of dwellings
necessary to meet urgent needs of our timber management program." The letter listed an advance estimate of
allocations to the regions, with the three largest allotments planned for Region I ($146,000); Region 5
($143,000); and Region 6 ($289,000) (Forest Service, 1956). This new building program was symbolic of the
nation's post-war prosperity, and Region 6's position as receiving the lion's share of these funds
foreshadowed its role as the agency's main "timber producer" on into the 1960s and beyond.

Advising the individual national forests to submit their requests for houses, the announcement instructed,
"Include only dwellings most urgently needed for timber management personnel, such as rangers, assistant
rangers, timber sales assistants, etc." Following regulations set in Circular A-18 of the Bureau of the Budget,
officials stipulated, "Briefjustification statements should be on file for each dwelling or group of dwellings at
one station, explaining: (a) the remoteness of the location, and/or (b) unavailability of rental housing within
reasonable commuting distance, and (c) need for the employee to be stationed at the selected location"
(USDA Forest Service, 1956).

The Washington Office once again established budgets and architectural designs for Forest Service buildings;
"Design standards must conform to those specified by the Bureau of the Budget Booklet, Design Standards
for Construction of Permanent Family Housing for Federal Personnel." Forest Service officials noted "wide
variation in design standards in the past," and added, "Assuming there will be a sizeable building program
during the next few years, we are establishing the following guidelines."

Each region will be limited to two architectural plans for each size dwelling (1, 2, 3 bedroom)
etc., for each climatic zone where differences in temperature, precipitation and wind justify
significant variations in architectural design.

Designs should provide for economical construction, which will result in a livable, utilitarian
type of structure without unnecessary luxury and/or ornamentation. Give careful attention to
exterior design and material features, as well as interior details that will minimize maintenance
costs.

This office has recently developed standard dwelling plans for 2 and 3 bedroom houses. These
will be made available upon request to those regions which cannot arrange for prefabricated
structures and do not have ideal standard plans of their own (USDA Forest Service, 1956).

fri April 1956, Region 6's housing committee and architect met with the Regional Forest to discuss plans for
the 1957 housing program. The group estimated that funding existed for approximately twenty new
buildings"standard three-bedroom size" and six new office buildings, of which four would be dual
headquarters. In consensus, the group agreed,

that we would give the forests an opportunity to select from several standard plans that
would be developed for use at the approved project locations. The basic plan as now
developed for the three-bedroom structure with vaulted ceiling and windows extending to
the roof at the gable end will be modified to provide the same basic layout and floor plan
but with conventional ceiling and windows. . . . These two basic plans will also be
available in reverse or flip-over arrangements to facilitate accommodating the building to
the site (Smith, 1956)

Finally, the committee decided that, due to the large building program, the forests could not easily make even
minor changes to plans "as has been customary in the past" and they would need to "provide full cooperation
in accepting plans with changes being limited to those that are necessary to accommodate the building to a
site and not the result of personal whims or tastes." The schedule for the ambitious building program put
Regional Architect A.P. DiBenedetto under considerable pressure. As set up, the schedule "contemplates use
of approved standard plans for all locations with no revisions contemplated" and depended on "if plans were
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produced by DiBenedetto alone or if a suitable experienced Architectural Draftsman were available by May
15" (Smith, 1956; Remington, 1956).

One month later, consistent with Forest Service determination to provide suitable housing for incoming
families, R.E. Grefe, Assistant Regional Forester, wrote to twenty-five District Ranger's wives. "We are
writing you," he explained,

to ask your opinion on the proposed design for ranger dwellings. Attached is a sketch of a
proposed house plan and a list of questions for you to consider, It will be all right if you
ask your husband to help you interpret the drawings and the questions, but we don't want
his answerswe want yours even if you have to wait until he is away to answer the
questions. We feel that since you are generally in the house all day and he is not, your
opinion is a lot more valuable than his about the living arrangements which we are able to
build into the house (Grefe, 1956a)

Twenty-one of the wives responded to the survey. Most of the women preferred the standard 8-foot ceiling to
the vaulted ceiling, most wanted standard windows rather than extra-tall windows in the living room. Eleven
wives wanted basements; seven wanted no basement and three liked either (basements, the office decided,
would stay). Ten women wanted the utility room located on the main floor; seventeen preferred the "split-
type" bathroom with two entrances. All twenty-one respondents wanted a fireplace. Eleven thought storage
was adequate, eight believed it too meager. Fourteen wives liked the kitchen - seven wanted the design
changed. In general, the respondents preferred an eating space in the kitchen.

"All of these suggestions in our plans for these years are being considered," Grefe reported to the region's
supervisors, but noted that "many of the comments were made because of lack of understanding the rules and
regulations that restrict our construction of houses." Among these restrictions, the Assistant Regional Forester
noted were limitations on size that required a maximum house size of 950 square feet for a two-bedroom
house with a basement; 1070 square feet for a three-bedroom house with basement, or 1200 square feet for a
three-bedroom house without a basement. Additionally, Grefe described a Congressional limitation on
building costs to $18,500 per building (Grefe, 1 956a).

Architect DiBenedetto met his schedule, and by the summer of 1956, over a dozen new wood frame
residences were under construction at Quilcene, Darrington, Concrete, and Rager Ranger Districts, as well as
on the Tiller, Silver Lake, Gold Beach, Brookings and Sisters' Ranger Districts (Sisters also had offices under
construction). Administrative projects included three residences and an office building at Chelatchie Prairie
and at Blue River, an office at Oakridge, and four residences and an office at Ripplebrook (Remington, 1956)

(Figure 27).

DiBenedetto summarized the 1956 building program
as having contracted for twenty-four residences;
twenty-two of them 1140 square-foot, three-bedroom
dwellings with a basement, fireplace and carport
(average cost of $17,230); and two built without a
basement. The architect also reported construction of
five dual-office buildings at 1920 square feet each
(DiBenedetto, 1 957a).

The Regional Office announced a Forest Service-
revised version of Circular A-18 in October 1957s.
The new circular's standards outlined specific
interpretations for housing Forest Service personnel.
In addition to sections requiring appropriate
construction and assessment of rental properties or

Figure 27. Ripplebrook Ranger Station Residence. Mt
Hood National Forest, 1957, by FS architect DiBenedetto.
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houses for sale, the revised publication again addressed design standards. In determining the number of
rooms appropriate for family housing, the circular's policy supported construction of three-bedroom houses
not to exceed a total of six rooms.

"Our pattern of housing," said Region 6 officials "will generally follow the 'Small Station' description,
Caption 3a, p-3 of Circular A-18. If more than 5 houses were needed as in the case of some dual
headquarters, the pattern outlined under 'Medium-size Station' in Caption 3b should be followed." Regarding
maximum square footage for each dwelling, Regional policy permitted an increase of 215 square feet or more
from the previous maximum for a three-bedroom house. "We do not want to be in the position of
constructing houses that will require rental rates so high that the occupants cannot afford them." You may
wish to use your present plans for houses containing about 1200 square feet for lower salaried personnel and
the larger houses for district rangers" (Grefe, 1957a). The Region 6 architectural group complied with these
standards, and continued to design new building types that met the national guidelines and the stylistic trends
of the Pacific Northwest.

Architectural Influences in the Post-War Period

Region 6 engineers Jim Franidand and Ray Grefe, who were guided by the architectural principals developed
in the CCC era, trained A.P. ("Benny") DiBenedetto, Forest Service architect from 1951 to 1961.
DiBenedetto, in his role as the Region's architect, worked closely with the Region's architecture, engineering,
and drafting group in the 1950s. At various times, the "group" included Bill Hunimel, Dick Parker, Ken
Grimes, Doug Parmenter, Norm Krause, Joe Mastrandrea, Perry Carter, Ken Reynolds, Terry Young, and
Tom Morland (Grosvenor, 1999:203). DiBenedetto and the "group" also worked very closely with Dick
Bowe, the Region's landscape architect, who integrated the buildings into the site.

Along with the established design philosophies of the Region's CCC "rustic" architecture, DiBenedetto and
the architectural group were also influenced by the popular "Northwest Regional" style that was inspired by
such Oregon-based architects as Pietro Belluschi, Walter Gordon, Van Evera Bailey, and John Yeon.
Although it employed far- simpler details, some of the Northwest style's design elements were reminiscent of
to the fine crafting, design, and naturalistic approach of the Depression's "Rustic" or "Cascadian" styles that
were already closely associated with the Forest Service.

The Northwest Regional style emerged in the 1930s and 1940s when architects such as Belluschi and Yeon
adapted the principals of the European/"Baushaus"-inspired International-style movement, which promoted
simple geometric building volumes, minimal ornamentation, and use of natural materials. Belluschi and other
Northwest architects adapted certain design principles and elements of the International style to suit the
regional climate, materials, and landscape. The vernacular architecture of rural Oregon --- found in the barns,
outbuildings, and utility structures --- also influenced the designs of this period. Simple forms, broad-eaved
sheltering gable roofs with wood shingle roofing, exteriors of unpainted wood siding (often board and batten),
uncluttered facades, and very open floor plans were hallmarks of this new Northwest-Regional style.

The integration of the building into the environment was a guiding principle of Northwest Regional style
architects; this was promoted to its fullest by architect John Yeon in his Wazek House (1938) and Victor
Jorgensen House (1939) designs in Portland. As the Northwest Regional style reached its peak in the 1950s
(during which time it also incorporated attributes borrowed from Japanese architecture), these stylistic
elements were adapted to other building types such as churches, schools, and offices. Many stylistic elements
were used in Forest Service buildings constructed during the 1950s (Vaughn, 1974).

DiBenedetto and other Region 6 architects applied Northwest-style design elements to their 1950s
administrative-building designs. These elements included low building profiles, shallow-pitch gable roofs
covered with wood shakes or shingles, wide eaves overhangs, 1" x 10" cedar board and batten or horizontal
lap siding, brick chimneys, grouped or ribboned single-light fixed, hopper, or awning windows with simple
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trim, and entrances connecting directly to the landscape. The garage now tended to become an integral part of

the house, compared to the CCC-era's detached garages. New garages were either attached or took the form

of a carport (Figure 28). DiBenedetto stated in a 2004 interview:

The trend was to the kind of the Northwest Style... the board and bat, very simple roof
structures, and color-wise and site plan-wise, orientating everything to the existing site that was

present within the nicely wooded areas. . . . that we built these buildings into. . . . And the

architects were allowed a lot of leeway" (DiBenedetto, 2004).

Figure 28. Estacada RD Residence (cun-ently a bunkhouse, built
1960), designed by Architect DiBenedetto. 1958 standard plan for a
three-bedroom residence (note garage location has been reversed).

The Forest Service also used plywood. Many
CCC-built houses and offices had featured
plywood (either unpainted for a rustic look, or
painted white) for interior walls and ceilings.
Although interior plywood had been marketed
nationwide in the 1 920s, the Forest Service did
not begin using plywood for exterior construction
until after World War II because of problems
with delamination and weathering. The Forest
Service's Forest Products Laboratory, founded in
1910 to research the use of wood arid related
products, developed an exterior siding material
called Textured 1-11 plywood. This product was
used to reduce construction costs in the forests
(DiBenedetto, 2004). According to
DiBenedetto, exterior cedar plywood was
laminated on the Textured 1-11 (fir) because of
its superior strength and durability for outside
use (Figure 28). Another innovation was
incorporated into the standard designs; skylight.
Skylights were added to increase illumination in
the entrance area of the residences. This
innovation; however, did not hold up to the
rigors of the Northwest climate and after a few
years, field checks confirmed that the skylights
had been covered (DiBenedetto, 2004).

Once again Region 6 architects readjusted the building program when the agency's Washington Office set

new size requirements (1,000 square feet) for residences. The architectural team tried to conform to the size

requirements by reconfiguring the interior spaces to maximize efficiency and space. The three-bedroom
residence (Design 2-A) was designed in an L-shape with the living spaces on one side of the eli that included
the living room with fireplace, kitchen, and eating nook, and on the other side the bedrooms and bathroom,

with the entry hall and closet in between.

Measuring about 36' x 40', the plan had a 10' x 19' carport that also sheltered the entrance door. Some of

these residences in remote places had a basement "where they had to more or less burn wood, they had no

other access to heat" (DiBenedetto, 2004). in locations where electricity was inexpensive, electric heat was
installed. By 1957, there was some variation to the designs as noted in the three-bedroom 4-A residence that

was slightly elongated because these buildings could be 1060 square feet. Some of the residences had
attached garages. DiBenedetto further articulates design considerations for these small residences:

. we had to kind of go to nice open windows for living rooms and kitchen and so forth. For
bedrooms, you still get the ventilation, but put the windows up high because the rooms were
only about 9' x 10' or 10' x 10 so you didn't have much room to put furniture in. So, that's

how we pretty well got those.
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And another thing we did was really try and develop the bathroom so it could be used by two
people without too much of a problem. I think that was one of the key things we tried to work
with, trying to stay within that thousand square feet. We concentrated a lot of time on that and
the kitchen and the fireplaces (DiBenedetto, 2004).

Region 6 architects also worked on designing other building types such as offices, crew quarters, experiment
stations, and storage/service buildings such as sheds, garages, barns, oil and gas houses, and toilets/bath
houses. These buildings had the same design details as the residences; simple forms, gable roofs with cedar
shingles, textured 1-11 plywood or board and batten siding, bands of hopper, fixed, or awning windows, and
concrete foundation.

By the late 1 950s and early 1 960s, an increasing number of women had begun working for the Forest Service
in "non-traditional" jobs; steadily they came to play a more prominent role in the agency's operations. Crew
and bunkhouses were now being built exclusively for women, a departure from the pre-Worid War II role of
women in the Forest Service --- who had individually staffed lookouts, conducted scientific research in the
laboratory, and filled secretarial positions. (In 1957, Region 1 hired Joanne McElfresh as the agency's first
woman forester, on the Deerlodge National Forest in Montana; McElfresh paved the way for a much-
expanded role for women in the Forest Service during the 1 970s and later).

The introduction of new materials, techniques, and building programs in the post-World War II era led to
advances and efficiency in building construction. These larger and more varied use ranger station complexes
relied more on cost-effective and standardized means of providing housing and support services to employees
of the Forest Service.

Representative Examples: 1942-1960

Many examples of buildings constructed during the post-war period in the Region 6 currently remain in
everyday use. Perhaps the structures that best exemp1if' the budget constraints and expanded role of the Forest
Service were the temporary or surplus buildings placed during this period. Example of these buildings are: the
Parkdale Bunkhouse (1945), Mt. Hood National Forest; the Mt. Adams Ranger Station Residence (1947),
Gifford Pinchot National Forest; the Oak Grove Ranger Station Residence (1949), Mt. Hood National Forest;
and Lowell, Ridgon and Blue River Ranger Stations (1953-57), Willamette National Forest (McClure, 2004).
Example of "standardized" plans of the 1950s that have elements of the Northwest Regional style are at:

Examples of Post-World War II Administrative Properties: 1942-1960

Resource Name Forest Location Date
Diamond Lake Station Umpqua NF

Office 1959
Bunkhouse 1961
Warehouse 1961
Gas/Oil House 1961

Bath House 1962
Estacada Ranger Station Mt. Hood NF

Residence 1954
Men's Bunkhouse 1959
Women's Bunkhouse 1960

Ripplebrook Ranger Station Mt. Hood NF
3 Residences 1956
Residence 1957
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Examples of Post-World War II Administrative Properties: 1942-1960 (cont.)

Resource Name Forest Location Date
Toketee Station Umpqua NF

6 Residences 1959-60
Office 1959
Fire Warehouse 1960

Wind River Ranger Station Gifford-Pinchot NF
Residence 1959
Warehouse/Shop 1959

FiRE AN]) FOREST HEALTH
Trails, Lookouts, Guard Stations, and Other Service-Related Facilities
Trails and other service facilities, such as roads and telephone lines, are not usually identified as "developed
facilities," but are included here to aid in inventory and identification. Because trails were the primary means
of accessing the national forests during much of the historic period, construction standards for them were
established quite early, and evolved as resource work and public use expanded. The trail policies,
classifications, construction standards and specifications provide insight into period traveiways, their
purposes and uses. The material also reveals much about the development of the Forest Service as a land
managing agency, its mission, and its priorities. Other service facilites that were developed to aid in the
mission of the Forest Service include lookouts, trail shelters, roads, bridges, and communication facilities
including telegraphs and telephone lines.

Extant lookouts and guard stations in Region 6 are directly associated with the Forest Service's management
of public land and natural resources. Constructed by forest employees and carpenters, lookouts have been in
use throughout the historic period 1905 to 1960, and have played a critical role in the development of fire
detection on Region 6 forests. Through the decades, these structures have helped assure protection of a
reliable and abundant timber supply to meet demand, and support the regional and national economy. A
major component in the Forest Service fire detection system in isolated rugged areas, the lookout station is
linked to the agency's important mandate to protect natural resources.

Property types associated with fire detection in Region 6 include lookout trees and platforms, lookout cabins
and towers, guard stations, and associated garages and outhouses. As property types, extant fire lookouts,
guard stations, and their associated structures are identified by shared physical and associative attributes.
Individual resources within a property type display various physical attributes characteristic of specific time
periods. In all, however, the components of the property type, all represent the Forest Service's steady
execution of its mission to regulate and protect use of the national forests through fire detection and
suppression.

Early Forest Service Period: 1905-1911

Trail and Shelters
Early trails in the national forests were administrative traveiways, developed or adapted for official use in
land management and resource protection. There were other trails, developed by users such as miners or
stockrnen, that provided access to minerals or summer forage. Together these trails formed the primary
transportation systems in the national forests. Trail-side improvements, including shelters, did not begin to
appear until the l9l0s.
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Initially, Forest Service fire patrolmen traveled through their areas looking for fires and contactmg forest
users to provide information about fire prevention. The duties of the Forest Service rangers included building
and working on a permanent system of roads and trails. The 1906 Forest Service Use Book idenitifies the
need for immediate construction of telephone lines between ranger stations and offices as well as contruction
road and trails in cooperation with the local authorities (Use Book, 1906:72).

Lookouts and Guard Stations

In the beginning of the 20th century, the major management goal of the Forest Service was to protect the
forests from fire. The earliest rangers, many hired especially for fire season, spent much of their time
"chasing smokes" and battling blazes with hand tools. At the time, national forests had few roads so the
rangers built pack trails to link the remote "guard stations" that sheltered the seasonal fire guards. The Forest
Service had little systematic organization for fire detection other than the random efforts of individual Forest
Service employees; this labor supply was often inadequate. The lookouts and guards established a variety of
stations depending on the location. These included pup tents on mountain peaks, high lookout trees, tower
platforms, and small log cabins.

In 1910, the Pacific Northwest's catastrophic fire season scorched immense areas of land throughout the
region. Following the conflagration, Congress and the public demanded a more aggressive and effective
forest-fire suppression organization. Passage of the Weeks Act of 1911 authorized the Forest Service to
cooperate with state and private agencies to create a fire protection system. The Forest Service also depended
on ranchers and farmers in the region to aid in the fire detection. As a result the Forest Servicecommitted to
developing a "fixed-point detection" system that would entail a network of fire observation, or "lookout,"
stations. By 1911, Forest rangers built cabins and cupolas on mountain peaks throughout Region 6 to aid in
fire detection.

The early guard stations were small rectangular
structures, generally made of logs, with gable roofs,
small multi-light windows, and some covering over the
porch. The Olallie Meadow Guard Cabin (1910) in the
Mt. Hood National Forest has a front-facing gable roof
covered with wood shakes, wood shingles on the gable
ends, horizontal round logs walls with timbers
chinking, and a shed roof supported by log posts
(Figure 29). This is one of the few surviving
seasonally used cabins from this era. The Packwood
Lake Guard Cabin (1910) in the Gifford Pinchot
National Forest represents the early period of dispersed
Forest Service administration when much of the terrain
was accessible only by trail. Built by a private
hydroelectric company, the 18' x 20' rectangular log
building became a fixture in Forest Service use in
1916 as housing for backcountry patrolmen.

Examples of Fire-Detection Structures: 1905-1911

Robert M. Carricker lists fire lookouts remaining from this early period in the 1991 Fire Lookout Context
Study Document. These include a 1906 tent camp at Hickman Butte. Mt. Hood National Forest: 1909 camps
at North and South Baldy Mountains, Colville National Forest; and a 1910 crow's nest on Black Butte;
Deschutes National Forest (Carriker, 1991).

Figure 29. OlaIlie Meadow Guard Cabin (1910), Mt. Flood
NF. One of the oldest extant guard stations in Region 6.
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Examples of Guard Stations in the Early Forest Service Period: 1905-1911

Resource Name Forest Location Date
Lake-in-the-Woods Log Cabin Umpqua NF 1907
Olallie Meadow Cabin Mt. Hood NF 1910
Packwood Lake Guard Station Gifford Pinchot NF 1910

Intermediate Period: 1912-1932 - Forest Service Management Comes of Age

Trails and Shelters
During the 1 910s- I 920s, the role of the Forest Service remained largely custodial, with fire protection a very
high priority. In this period, most of the fire lookouts were located far from the nearest roads, and they were
connected to the District offices and to each other by a system of trails and telephone lines, and supplied by
the District packer and his string of animals. In addition to providing access to the lookouts, the trail system
was used to access fires. The ability of the fire fighters to travel quickly to any portion of the forest was
directly related to the condition of the trails over which they traveled. The trail and telephone systems were
essential components of fire suppression, and they provided critical commincation links on the national
forests. Each ranger district's maintenance crew packed into the forest in the late spring and remained to work
on trails and adjacent telephone lines until well into the fall.

The growing importance of trails to administrative activities as well as recreation on the national forests is
evident in the 1923 Forest Service publication, Trail Construction on the National Forests. The book's goal
was to standardize trail construction for fire control, administrative purposes, grazing, and recreation. The
manual created a framework for the construction of new trails; each had to be planned, mapped, and classified
before construction, and specifications for the width, slope, material use, and signage of each trail outlined.

Dividing Forest Service trails into two groups, primary and secondary, the handbook defmes primary trails
"as trails over which an average of more than one saddle or pack animal will pass each day during the field
season." Secondary trails were defmed as "trails which for the ensuing five years will be used by an average
of one saddle or pack animal or less, per day during the field season" (USDA Forest Service, 1923:9). To
make the national forests more accessible, the handbook described the greatest need for secondary trails -
"ways through the woods." Less urgent were new primary trails, because adequate maintenance could keep
existing trails open for use (USDA Forest Service, 1923:3).

In subsequent sections the handbook addressed location, estimating costs, the construction process, marking
(identification marks on trees, rocks, or post), maintenance, and the construction of bridges. This handbook
was one of the first attempts to standardize trail construction. The types of features associated with trails
construction include turnouts, switchbacks, rock walls, retaining walls, corduroys, bridges, railings, water
bars, culverts, signs, and markings (Figure 30). These features were constructed of stone and logs, all native
to the area. Trail shelters also constituted important part of the trail system. Most of the shelters were
constructed in locations where they could be used not only by trail maintenance crews but also as overnight
stops for the packer; in addition the shelters often included a box full of firefighhting tools. Personnel often
selected sites near meadows to take advantage of the available forage. Many stood near trail junctions, which
allowed the maintenance crews to work more miles of trail and telephone lines from a single location. The
shelters were basic support facilities for the construction and maintenance of the trails and telephone lines that
were essential for transportation and communication.

Up to this point, the Pacific Northwest region of the USDA Forest Service had no standard shelter designs.
The agency built shelters utilizing readily available native materials and designed on site by the builders.
Since trail maintenance crews constructed most of the shelters, the strucutres tended to be of simple
construction. Most were very simple three-sided Adirondack-style shelters with shed roofs, and were framed
with split and whole logs spiked together. Split boards and shakes covered the roof and walls, and the floors
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Figure 30. Bridge construction details from USDA Forest Service 1923 publicanon Trails Construction on the National
Forests.

were dirt. The size of these shelters varied, although most were designed to house two to four people.
Simple, durable, and functional, the shelters had no decorative treatments. Some shelters were constructed as
a base for a fire guard or patrolman, and were used for longer periods of time. These shelters were better
built, and sometimes were equipped with dry-laid rock-masonry or light-weight metal stoves.

Lookouts

After the disastrous 1910 fire season, the Forest Service hired seasonal lookouts. Assigned to mountaintops
throughout the Region; these employees occupied various kinds of lookout facilities. In many instances, the
lookout stayed at a tent "rag camp" at the nearest spring and hiked each day up to the summit. The agency
linked these places to district ranger stations by telephone. Some of these first lookouts simply consisted of a
barren rock "knob" on a high promontory, with no structure. Others involved construction of a crude "crow's
nest" in the tallest tree on the peak, a viewpoint usually reached by a ladder nailed to the tree's trunk. By
1914, the Aeromotor Company of Chicago (manufacturers of the windmill water pumps that dotted the Great
Plains and other semi-arid regions) produced towers used as observation facilities. Important observation
sites acquired humble living accommodations built by resourceful lookouts. The Walker Mountain Cabin,
Deschutes NF (about 8' x 12'), was constructed in 1917 with a shake gable roof, native stone walls, board and
batten or cedar planks at the gable ends, a multi-pane window in each wall, five-panel door in front facing
gable with shed porch roof supported by four log columns, native-stone exterior chimney on rear gable,
plastered interior walls, and exposed log rafters (no finished ceiling). A garage and L-4 tower lookout were
added to the site in the early 1930s.

While early lookout houses were often built of logs or milled lumber, no standard design existed until the
mid-1910s. In 1915, the first "D-6" (District 6) cupola lookout was built on the summit of Mt. Hood. The
lookout was designed and constructed by local guide Lige Coalman. The Mt. Hood cupola lookout, slightly
modified by the manufacturer, became the standard lookout design for the region over the next decade. The
D-6 kit was relatively easy to pack and build, and when completed it was efficient and sturdy. The 12' x 12'
main floor of the wood-frame cupola lookout had windows on all sided, and a small, glassed-in upper floor
observatory (1/4 the size of the bottom). A few D-6 structures were built atop low towers, but most of them
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were ground cabins (LaLande, 1998:11). Although other lookout types were built in the 1 920s including the
steep hipped-roof 14' x 14' "Supervisor Halls' special," and the unusual Cathedral-style lookout, the D-6
became a standard. The D-6 cupola lookout became the first lookout distinctively associated with the Forest
Service, and they had become something of a signature structure by the late 1920s.

Various designs were used to meet the Forest Service's expanded commitment to fire detection. Smaller
lookouts were mounted on towers originally designed for oil drilling rigs or windmills. The 1927 Saddle
Blanket Mountain Lookout in the Willamette National Forest is on a steel Aermotor tower, originally with
ladder access; wooden stairs were added later. Small lookouts became an exception as an emphasis grew on
combining living and fire detection activities. The philosophy was that while dressing, cooking, or eating, the
watcher was able to spotting a smoke curl if living arrangements were included in the lookout.

In the late 1920s, the agency sought less cumbersome lookout kits by dispensing with the second-story, and
incorporating both living quarters and observatory within a single floor. The design of lookouts had to
accommodate more than the ranger and his gear. Besides a kitchen, cupboards and bed, lookouts began to
include circular map tables attached to the floor and an alidade-type sighting device, the Osborne Fire Finder,
which helped to pinpoint a fire's location. The Forest Service switched in 1929 to the new single-story "L-4"
style in 1929 that was easier to build with fewer pieces. The 14' x 14' wood-frame structure had a gable roof
covered with wood shingles, heavy shutters, and could be placed on top of fire towers. The gable-roof L-4s
were built from 1929 to about 1932, when the roof structure was redesigned into a hip form in order to
increase strength and withstand the heavy winds and snow loads on Northwest mountaintops. High Rock Fire
Lookout, Gifford Pinchot National Forest, built in 1930, is a one-and-a-half story ground-level version of the
L-4; the bottom floor has no windows and is used for storage. The upper level has a perimeter railing and
deck accessed by exterior stairs. The National Park Service may have adopted this design; four of these one-
and-one-half-story lookouts built within Mt. Rainier National Park from 1932 to 1934 are extant.

Examples of Lookouts in the Intermediate Period: 1912-1932

Mark Swift's Tree Platform Style Lookout Inventory for Oregon and Washington (1992) lists examples of
property types of the Intermediate Period extant at the time of his study. There are no known examples of
Cathedral-style lookout structures remaining in Region 6 during this period. Other examples of lookouts
include:

Examples of Lookouts in the Intermediate Period: 1912-1932

Resource Name

Lookout Houses
Walker Mt. Cabin

Platform Lookouts
Yellowjacket
West Flagtail
Collins Mountain
Hucklebeny Mountain

Aeromotor Tower
Saddleblariket Mountain

Cupola-Style Lookouts
Calimus Butte
Black Butte
Illahe Rock
Hersherger Lookout
Dutchman Peak Lookout
Red Mountain

Rogue River-Siskiyou NP
Malheur NF
Umpqua NF
Rogue River-Siskiyou NF

Willamette NF 1927

Winema NF
Deschutes NP
Umpqua NF
Rogue River-Siskiyou NF
Rogue River-Siskiyou NP
Umpqua NP

1917
1920s
1925
1929

1920
1922
1923
1925
1927

1928; moved 1985
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Examples of Lookouts in the Intermediate Period: 19 12-1932

Resource Name Forest Location Date
L-4 Lookouts

Calamity Butte Maiheur NF 1927
High Rock Gifford Pinchot NF 1929
Olallie Mountain Willamette NF 1932
Walker Mt. Deschutes NF 1932

Guard Stations

Seasonal administrative tasks on the more remote portions of the national forests (such as fire detection and
suppression, overseeing grazing and timber-cutting activities, and examining mining or homestead entries)
required Forest Service officers to erect buildings at strategic locations. Property types associated with
seasonal guard stations were those situated to accommodate public contact and provide convenient access to
the backcountry. These simple log facilities, arranged informally on their site, usually consisted of a tiny
office, living quarters and a corral, and might include a barn and a garage. Constrained by small staffs and
short budgets prior to World War I, fire guards often built their own stations, for which log construction
reduced the need to purchase building materials. In 1913, the Bagby Guard Station, constructed of peeled
cedar logs on Mt. Hood, measures 16' x 34' and its accompanying wood-frame shed comprised a key station
for operations in the Forest's summer fire-protection program.

Examples of Guard Stations in the Intermediate Period: 1912-1932

Resource Name Forest Location Date
Bagby Guard Station Mt. Hood NF 1913
Willow Prairie Cabin Rogue River NF c. 1924
Peterson Prairie Guard Station Gifford Pinchot NF 1926
Big Elk Guard Station Rogue River NF 1929
Taylor Burn Guard Station Willamette NF 1930
Pearl Canyon Willamette NF 1931

Depression Era: 1933-1941

Trails and Shelters

The use of the trails started changing in the 1930s as more vehicles were able to drive into the backcountry;
the prime importance of the trails as administrative and protective traveiways began to diminish as recreation
use of the trails increased. Although use of the trails were shifting, the trail system continued to be an
important part of the Forest Service's mission.

The Forest Trail Handbook, revised July 1935, states that the construction of trails was a relatively simple
one. "Money, proper workmanship, common sense, abundant energy, and simple tools and equipment are the
only requisites to good work. The employment of location and supervising engineers and specially organized
survey parties, and the use of precise methods involving technical practices such as accurate leveling, transit
work, detailed field notes, and profile maps of location, have no place in the trail program."

Trail shelters continued to be an integral part of the fire protectin and suppression system necessaiy for the
contruction and maintenance of the trail and telephone lines. In 1931, the Pacific Northwest Region
introduced a standard trail shelter design which followed the traditional rectangular-plan, three-sided
Adirondack-shelter style. Originally, the shelter was a rectangular log building with one open side. It bad a
saltbox roof (a gable roof of unequal-length pitches), with the shorter slope overhanging the open front. Built
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low in height, the shelter could be heated by a campfire built in front of the open side. Users slept on the

ground (Throop, 2004:61).

Several modifications were made to the original Adirondack design to accommodate local conditions and
needs. Rather than being made solely of logs, most shelters were framed with peeled logs andpoles, then
covered with a variety of materials, including hand-split cedar or sugar pine shakes and hand-split boards. In
some locations with particular ease of access or transportation, sawn shakes were used. In timberline areas or
above, shelters were more frequently constructed of stone, with some interior timber support. Exposed to the
harshest climatic conditions, and in some locations subject to avalanches, the shelters were of the sturdiest
construction. Because of the highly erratic weather patterns of their alpine environment, these shelters were
for traveler safety as well as traveler convenience. Inside, many shelters had built-in furniture including
sleeping platforms, bunks, tables, shelves, and benches, as well as the standard fire-tool cache (a simple
wooden box to keep porcupines from chewing on the salt-stained tool handles). Privies, stoves, and feed

racks for animals were also added at some shelters (Throop, 2004:6 1).

Lookouts
The increased funds available through the Works Progress Administration and labor through the CCC
program permitted the Forest Service to achieve one of its ultimate goals in fixed-point fire detection;
coverage of most seen-areas was doubled. In this plan, two reporting lookouts would provide their own
locations of a given fire, which could then be triangulated at the ranger station to give a more accurate map
location (LaLande, 1998:12-13). The program resulted in construction of a large number of new lookouts.

Through the CCC program, hundreds ofhipped-roofL-4 model lookouts were built in Region 6 (Figure 31).
The L-4 evolved through many revisions: the hip roof replaced the gable in about 1933. In 1936, the 2" x 2"
pine struts used to prop the shutters open were replaced by bolting the open shutter to extended ceiling rafters
(later called "outriggers") that projected far beyond the eaves. While the L-4 remained the lookout-design
standard, the need for additional fire-detection coverage required the Forest Service to site lookouts where

access was extremely poor.

Designed for use at sites with difficult access, a 10' x 10' wood-frame L-5 lookout (a smaller version of the
L-4) usually had a hip roof. The Green Ridge Lookout in the Deschutes National Forest was originally a
hillside L-5 lookout for the Metolious River and Mt. Jefferson. No L-5 structures remain in existence

according to R.H. Spray, in "Pacific Northwest Fire
Lookout Architecture," April 1995.

Another, even smaller version of the L-4, the L-6, was a
7' x 7' or 8' x 8', wood-frame lookout cab, usually built
on top of tall wooden towers, with separate living
quarters on the ground. Built from 1932 to 1942, the
cab was usually accessed through a trapdoor in the
floor, and had a narrow catwalk around its perimeter, a
shake or shingle hipped roof, narrow eaves, and three
six-pane windows on a half wall of horizontal exterior
siding. Large window shutters, hinged under the eave,
formed sun-shades when lifted and braced for viewing.
The L-6 lookout towers ranged from 10' to 100' high
the towers were often of a design originally intended
for oil drilling or windmill use.

Figure 31. Oregon Butte Fire Lookout (1935), Umatilla
National Forest. Example of a gable roofed L-4 type
lookout.
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Guard Stations
During the Depression Era, Region 6 architects produced
drawings for guard stations, as well as for other administrative
structures (Figure 32). While the older hand-crafted structures
built by early Forest Service employees remained in use at
isolated locations, the new standardized plans introduced
structures carefully planned for efficiency and utility.
Acceptable Plans Forest Service Administrative Buildings
contained examples of guard stations in various room
configurations. In some instances, Region 6 employees

constructed new guard station buildings at strategic locations,
and in others they replaced older structures in poor condition.
Region 6 Architectural Historian E. Gail Throop considers the

guard stations, like other Forest Service administrative structures erected from architects plans in the
Depression-Era, as "aesthetically pleasing as well as substantial buildings compatible with their surroundings,
and cohesive in their unity of style, materials, proportion, color and texture" (Throop, 1979).

Examples of Guard Stations in the Depression Era: 1933-1941

Examples of Lookout

Resource Name
L-4 Lookouts

Fall Mountain
Wanoga Butte
Mt. Stella
Gold Butte
Oregon Butte Lookout
Table Rock
Huckleberry Mountain
Dry Soda

L-6 Lookouts
Goodman Ridge
Halfway
Frazier Point

Figure 32. Lodgepole Guard Station (1933),
Rogue River National Forest.
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in the Depression Era: 1933-1941

Forest Location Date

Maiheur NF 1933
Deschutes NF 1933
Rogue River NF 1933
Willamette NF 1934
Umatilla NF 1935
Malheur NF 1937
Willamette NF 1939
Malheur NF 1941

Umatilla NF 1936
Wallowa-Whitman NF 1938
Malheur NF 1940

Resource Name Forest Location Date
Box Canyon Willamette NF 1933

Currier Guard Station Fremont NF 1933

Koma Kuishan Guard Station Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie NF 1933

Lodgepole Guard Station Rogue River NF
Cabin, Garage. and Barn 1933

Store Gulch Guard Station Siskiyou NF 1933

Musick Guard Station Umpqua NF 1934
Hamma Hamma Guard Station Olympic NF 1936

Summit Guard Station Mt. Hood NF
South, East & North Cabins 1936-37
Bunkhouse 1937

Storage/Office, Garage, Gas House 1937

Imnaha Guard Station Rogue RiverNF
Cabin, Garage, and Barn 1937



World War H and the Post-War Period: 1942-1960
Trails and Shelters

By the time the United States entered World War II, hundreds of trails and trail shelters had been built on the
national forests in Region 6 by CCC work crews. The majority of these were built primarily for use by Forest
Service work crews, although public use was allowed when they were vacant. After World War II, the Forest
Service embarked on a mission of massive road building and timbering to keep up with the demand for
lumber for new construction projects. The region responded to the need by giving road access construction
high priority. Cooperative road building ventures were promoted with the National Housing Agency and
private timber companies to keep up with the demand.

Some trail shelters were built during this period; however, the post-World War II shelters differed from the
earlier shelters in two ways. While the pre-war shelters were built almost exclusively by and for the Forest
Service, most of the later shelters were constructed by private individuals and groups. Also, Forest Service
shelters built during the decade preceding the war followed the standardized Adirondack style but the
privately erected post-war shelters varied widely in design. These later shelters tended to be much more
substantial structures, which were often enclosed on all sides and included such amenities as stoves, beds,
windows, and floors (Throop, 2004:61-62).

Lookouts
The budget and labor constraints of World War II resulted in little new lookout construction in Region 6,
while the significance accorded fire detection practice increased. Men and women staffed existing lookouts
and the Forest Service sought volunteers to assist with fire detection and suppression efforts (Williams,
2000:8 1).

After the war, the rate of new lookout construction slowed considerably, and most new structures were simply
replacements of older facilities. Proliferating roads
associated with increased timber harvest levels from
the national forests, provided better access and
brought more people into the forest who could report
fires. Aerial patrol and improved radio
communication in both aircraft and vehicles further
lessened the need for fixed-point detection.
Numerous lookouts were either abandoned or used
only intermittently. In the l940s and 1950s, the L-4
standard was used as the cab on 15' to 30' wood
towers; Squaw Peak Lookout (1944) on the Rogue
River National Forest is an example.

The introduction of the "R-6 flat top" in 1953 was
made possible by improved road (and helicopter)
access; the lookout was built of large-sized materials
that could not be packed in. The concept, originated
by Region 6, was designed to alleviate the costs and
hazards of re-shingling the hip roofofL-4s. The
structures were 15' x 15' wood-frame with flat, tarred
roofs. The flat roof extended beyond the cabin a few
feet to provide shade. Single-light windows replaced
multi-pane windows for better viewing. The extra foot in dimension made the living area more
accommodating than the L-4. The R-6 typically had no shutters; window coverings and exterior walls were

Figure 33. Red Mountain R-6 Flat Top Lookout (1959),
Gifford Pinchot NF.
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constructed of textured-i-Il siding (Figure 33). R-6 model lookouts were not placed in large numbers, and
were eventually supplanted by aerial fire detection and modern suppression methods (Cox 1991:8). Metal
construction was used in some models. The Lake 0' Woods Fire Lookout in the Siskiyou National Forest is
an all steel R-6 mounted on a short tower; it was originally built on Barkow Mountain in 1955, and then
moved by helicopter to its present location in 1974.

Air Centers
In 1919, cooperative agreements between the Forest Service and the Army Air Corps resulted in experiments
using airplanes to patrol for forest fires in California. Historian Gerald Williams observes that their use soon
expanded into the mountainous areas of Oregon and Washington, as well as into Idaho and Montana
(Williams, 2000:47). In the 1 920s, the Forest Service used airplanes for aerial patrols and for delivering
supplies to fire fighters on the ground; by late 1930s experiments proved fire fighters could be parachuted into
locations, but the technology and equipment was not yet suitable for aerial bombardment with water or
chemicals. Widespread use of airplanes for fire detection and suppression activities would wait, however,
until the end of World War II.

The Forest Service's established lookout sites became important during World War II as part of the nation's
defense strategy. The fear of enemy aircraft attack led to the establishment of the War Department's Aircraft
Warning Service (AWS) in 1942, with substantial Forest Service support and cooperation in the Pacific Coast
area. AWS observation stations were concentrated at mountain-top Forest Service fire lookouts in coastal and
adjacent sections of the Northwest. Two-person teams staffed the AWS lookouts on a 24-hour basis,
reporting any aircraft sighted or beard. Not all lookouts within the AWS "filter" area were pressed into year-
round service; only those able to be supplied through-out the snow-bound winter were used. AWS personnel
converted several garages (many constructed by CCC crews) associated with lookouts into modest residences
for use by observers. An example of the converted garage can be bound at the Dutchman Peak Lookout in the
Rogue River National Forest. Workers built a D-6 cupola cabin there in 1927 and added a garage in 1937.
The garage became living quarters for the Aircraft Warning Service in 1942. At the Onion Mountain Lookout
and at the Whisky Peak Lookout in the Siskiyou and Rogue River National Forests, respectively, Aircraft
Warning Service cabins were built next to the existing lookouts in 1942, and at the Evergreen Mountain
Lookout in the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest the 14' x 14' L-4 ground house saw year-round use as
an Aircraft Warning Service site.

In the post-war years, aircraft dramatically changed the ways in which the Forest Service handled fire-
suppression operations. In 1955, a Ford Trimotor airplane fitted with two 275-gallon tanks was used in aerial
fire fighting for Region 1; then in 1958, it was further modified for use by smokejumpers who first used the

Examples of Lookouts in the WWII and Post-War Period: 1942-1960

Resource Name Forest Location Date

1974

L-4 Lookouts
Bull-of-the-Woods
Garwood Butte
Squaw Peak
Rustler Peak

R-6 Lookouts
Red Butte
Lake 0' Woods
Hall's Point
Five Mile Butte
Madison Butte Lookout
Red Mountain Lookout
Little Cowhom

Mt. Hood NP
Umpqua NF
Rogue River NP
Rogue River NP

UmpquaNF
Siskiyou NF
Rogue River NF
Mt. Hood NP
Umatilla NF
Gifford Pinchot NP
Willamette NF

1942
1942
1944
1948

1953
1955 moved
1956
1957
1957
1959
1960
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planes in the late 193 Os. Filling the bays of converted WWII bombers with water, borate, and other solutions,
skilled crews turned the airplanes into major tools for fighting fire in Region 6 and other areas (Williams,
2000:98). Region 6 took an active part in developing new facilities to support fire-fighting aircraft. There
has been an air tanker base located at the Redmond, Oregon, airport since 1961; the Forest Service built a new
airfield, Redmond Air Center, in 1964. At Cave Junction, south of Grants Pass, Oregon, a smokejumper base
opened during the War. Its buildings employed CCC-era designs, but the base's large "chute shed" was a
very distinctive structure in plan and elevation, built to accommodate the hanging and folding of parachutes
(This former Forest Service facility now functions as the Cave Junction airport).

Region 6 took an active part in developing new facilities to support the use of aerial fire-fighting
technologies. The Region 6 Air Center at Redmond, Oregon, incorporates facilities for training and supplying
Forest Service smokejumpers as well as tankers and other.fire-fighting aircraft. Structures in the complex
consist of generic administrative and support buildings, as well as hangars, which are specialized buildings
for aircraft maintenance and storage.

RECREATION FACILITIES

Private individuals and organizations, the Forest Service itself, and Depression-Era work-relief enrollees built
recreational facilities on nineteen national forests. In this section of the study, resources are organized by
recreation function and by agency administration.

The resources pertinent to this study encompass a broad range of property types including privately-owned
recreation residences, organizational camps, club sites, resorts and lodges, as well as Forest Service-built
campgrounds, ski lodges, and other publicly developed facilities. Although diverse in kind and varied in
appearance, these property types share basic physical and associative characteristics.

Note: This section draws substantially upon Region 6 Forest Service Historian Elizabeth Gail Throop's
comprehensive Recreation Development in the National Forests in Oregon and Washington 1905-
1945, USDA Forest Service Region 6 Pacific Northwest Region, 2004.

Early Forest Service Period: 1905-1911
Prior to the creation of the Forest Service in 1905, recreation development remained informal and very
limited. Public use of the Region 6 forests during this period involved mixed recreational and subsistence
activities including picnicking, camping, hunting, fishing and berry picking. During temperate seasons
families took brief excursions or camped for prolonged periods. With modest population numbers and few
tourists, the human impact on Region 6 forests was relatively small.

District rangers managed campsites seasonally, as time permitted --- clearing vegetation from well-used sites,
building simple rock fireplaces, and installing outhouses and garbage pits. "Priorities, budget limitations, and
customs precluded recreation spending by the Federal government. Recreation development was primarily
private, consisting of hotels, sanitariums, and camps, located in the mountains or near mineral or hot springs,
lakes, rivers and streams, that were accessible by road" (Throop, 2004:77). Minimal Forest Service
development of popular sites emphasized fire prevention, health, and safety. Most recreation development
was concentrated near urban areas and other population centers.

Following transfer of the forest reserves, the Forest Service published regulations that included the provisions
of the 1902 Government Land Office Manual for granting permits for hotels and sanitariums, and summer
residences. From 1905-1915, the special use permits were issued annually. Yearly renewal was not a
particular problem because the permitting process was quite efficient, and investment in permanent
improvements were not substantial.
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The natural hot springs and mineral springs in the western Cascades of Oregon and Washington were used to
promote bathing and water cures at various spa developments in Region 6. Entrepreneurs developed hotels at
Government Mineral Springs (Gifford Pinchot NF), Bagby Hot Springs (Mt. Hood NF), and Breitenbush Hot
Springs and McCredie Hot Springs (Willamette NF). While few spa facilities remain standing from this
period, public use continued in more informal settings, and in some cases, replacement facilities, both public
and private, were built (Throop, 2004:77).

Property types associated with campgrounds during the earliest period of national forest development include
crude fireplaces, protected springs or other water sources, outhouses, and signs. Recreation facilities include
lodges/hotels, bathhouses, tubs and pools. Features established as part of the earliest campground efforts on
Region 6 have disappearedin many instances later development at camp locations replaced these first
improvements. The extant lodges or spa facilities remaining from this period include Mt. Hood's Cloud Cap
Inn, which was developed in 1889, well before the Forest Service came into existence.

Intermediate Period: 1912-1932 - Forest Service Management Comes of Age
By the mid- 191 Os, newly developed roads and widespread ownership of the automobile made travel into
Region 6 forests a popular diversion for the public. The Forest Service responded by establishing the
Columbia River Gorge Park in 1915. an event that "appears to mark the first time the Forest Service dedicated
an extended area to purely recreational use" (Throop, 2004:4). In the summer of 1916, the agency developed
the Eagle Creek Campground on the Columbia River Highway along the Oregon bank of the Columbia River

Figure 34. Eagle Creek Campground historic layout, from the Hirroric Columbia River Highway Scenic Byway
Corridor, June 1997.

Gorge (Figure 34). The facility was "fully modern" with tables, toilets, and a registration booth. In addition,
Forest Service officials planned development of the Mt. Hood Recreation Area, including publicly financed
trails with shelters, a winter sports area, and campgrounds (Throop, 2004:4). Although these facilities were
planned. there was very little national direction for designing these recreation facilities.
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In 1918, consulting landscape engineer (or architect) Frank A. Waugh published two manuals for the Forest
Service with guidelines for designing summer-home recreational tracts. The previous year, Waugh spent five
months in the field in each of the seven Districts (now Regions) working on a national forest study.
Recreation Uses in the National Forests, Waugh's main report on the status of recreation, summarized the
types of facilities found in the forestspublicly owned developments consisted almost entirely of automobile
camps and picnic grounds, while the private sector provided fraternal camps, sanitoria, commercial summer
resorts, and private summer home cabins (Throop, 2004:5). Waugh also included an exploration of the cash
value of forest recreation, asserting that forest recreation would be at least as much as casual urban recreation.

Although Waugh provided some guidance for larger development on forestland, there was little discussion on
campground and picnic facilities. The further development of Waugh's observations and guidelines, slowed
when the United States entered World War II. After the War, planning for recreation facilities in the forest
resumed as recreational use of Region 6 Forests rapidly expanded.

In 1922, Congress began appropriating "Sanitation and Fire" prevention funds that could be used on sites the
public occupied for recreation such as campgrounds and picnic facilities. With the availability of the funds,
the Forest Service decided to start integrating recreation facilities into their building program by hiring
Landscape Engineer Waugh. The following short note appeared in the 1922 September issue of American
Forestry magazine:

Dr. Frank A. Waugh, professor of landscape engineering at the Massachusetts Agricultural
College, Amherst, Mass., has been appointed recreation engineer in the Forest Service, USDA.
Dr. Waugh, a noted author, and one of the leading landscape architects of this country, will
spend the summer formulating plans for the development of public camp grounds and summer-
home sites in the National Forests of Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho, Utah, Idaho and other western
states. This study is a part of the established plan of the Forest Service toward providing
adequate camp and sanitation facilities for the 5,500,000 persons who yearly seek rest, health
and enjoyment in our National Forests (American Forestry, 1922:528).

Fred W. Cleator, Forest Service recreation examiner in Portland, further noted the need for planned facilities
because of the increase use of the Region's national forests by tourists. In a 1924 letter, Cleator states:

almost without warning, the Forest Service, as protector and administrator of an empire of
mountains and forests, was suddenly brought face to face with the great problem of handling the
visiting public who came in increasing thousands, in addition to its regular business (Cleator,
1924:467-468).

In general, however, the Forest Service limited development of recreation sites; if facilities were built, the
improvements were very simple in design and construction. More extensive developments remained confined
to privately-fmanced resorts or summer cabins on national forest land. A number of small resorts and rural
motor lodges appeared during the late l9lOs and 1920s. Modest in design, and usually rustic in character,
these businesses typically included a lodge and guest cabins.

The 1 920s brought initial efforts at backcountry access in Region 6. While recreation trails were not
developed as extensively as administrative service trails, Forest Service supervisors gradually undertook
recreation trail construction in areas where a "recreation experience was the objective," incorporating "scenic
view, interesting terrain and vegetation, and other opportunities into the design" (Throop, 2004:63). One of
the most extensive plans involved development of a trail (now the Pacific Crest Trail) along the spine of the
Cascade Mountains from the Oregon-California border to Canada. Trail-side shelters were frequently
incorporated into the design. Due to lack of funding, development of the Crest Trail progressed slowly, and
plans for trail-side shelters were set aside (l'hroop, 2004:63).

Gradually some guidelines emerged for the development of recreation facilities in the I 920s, although, in
most instances, it was not comprehensive in nature. There were exceptions; Fred Cleator wrote a very
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comprehensive recreation plan for the Union Creek Recreation Area on the Crater National Forest (now
Rogue River NF) in 1920, that included design guidance for three tracts of summer homes, a public

campground and picnic area, and a resort, as well as direction on vegetation management within the highway

corridor to preserve a particular old-growth character (Throop, 2004:32).

By 1925, there were some 1,500 campgrounds in the national forests nation-wide. Only one third of these
contained even the most basic facilities. By 1930, the Forest Service reported 1,493 fully and partially

developed campgrounds. The number of improved facilities was growing; national forest recreation use
increased 38% in 1929 alone. The rising trend in recreation appropriations gave the Forest Service reason to

be optimistic. With increased funding, "promised" recreational opportunity would catch up with demand.
Unfortunately, the Great Depression resulted in a 25% reduction in the Forest Service's recreation budget

instead of a 100% increase. The means for moving the recreation development program forward remained

beyond reach until the New Deal programs of the Depression Era.

Campgrounds and Picnic Areas
Campground facilities in the 1910s and 1920s were limited at best. The camping areas sometimes included

fireplaces, toilets, signs, tables, drinking fountains, and water faucets. With no standardized plans, these
facilities were truly vernacular in construction, often built by foresters using available materials. One
exception during this period was the Eagle Creek Campground in the Columbia River Gorge (Figure 34).

Opened in 1916, Eagle Creek's early structures included stone-masonry water fountains and fireplaces, and
shelters built of logs, stone, and wood shingles. Although only limited site planning existed, campgrounds

and picnic areas were generally built to blend with the surrounding landscape.

Recreational Trails and Shelters
Development of backcountry access for recreation purposes was not undertaken until the 1920's. This was
reflective of the agency's mission, work, policies, and funding priorities in its formative years. Planning and
design of recreation trails proceeded, under the guidance of Fred Cleator in the Regional Office, and

numerous trails were constructed. Since recreation experience was the objective, these trail routes were
planned in relationship to scenic views, interesting terrain and vegetation, and other natural features. Width,
clearance, grades and other specifications set recreation trails apart from those whose purpose was strictly

ranger access or transportation. Recreation trails were engineered for leisurely and pleasurable travel, in
contrast with the direct and efficient travelways for administration, communication, and fire access (Throop,

2004:62).

In 1919, the Forest Service began planning for a trail the length of the Cascade Mountains. Existing trails
would be used where possible with new connecting trails constructed where necessary. In the summer of
1920, recreation planner, Fred W. Cleator inspected the area between Crater Lake and Minto Pass in the
central Cascade Mountains of Oregon. Cleator along with an engineer, two grazing experts, a cook, and a
packer began surveying the trail now known as the Pacific Crest NationalScenic Trail. Cleator's plans for the

Crest Trail included the construction of trail-side shelters for hikers overnighting along the trail (shelved until

the creation of the CCC in 1933).

Resorts and Lodges

In the late 1910s and 1920s small resorts and rural motor lodges were built in forest locations that had
traditionally been popular recreation areas such as Mt. Hood, Crater Lake, and Mt. Rainier. Sited adjacent to
the main road, these resorts were visible, convenient, and accessible to motor traffic. Nearly all were modest
and affordable accommodations of vernacular design, frame or log construction, and rustic in character. The
architecture may not be stylistically or materially cohesive, but was compatible with the environment. The
overall effect is picturesque charm (Throop, 2004:32).
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These early accommodations were not luxury establishments, neither in fabric nor design, nor were they at all

pretentious, but they did offer a comfortable, informal experience. Typically, initial development of facilities

included a lodge and some guest cabins. Food service, groceries and sundries, and gasoline were sometimes

provided, either in the lodge or in auxiliary structures. In some small resorts, all services and
accommodations were fitted into a single lodge building. Some other building types associated with these

early lodges include guest cabins, bathhouses, toilets, boat houses, service stations, retail stores, water and

sewage structures, power-utility infrastructure, and signage.

Summer-Home Tracts
With the passage of the Term Permit Act in 1915, the number of summer homes and resorts in the national
forests increased dramatically. Local affluent or middle-class residents who desired vacation homes in a
national forest now had an opportunity to apply for a permit and select a forested lot on which to erect a small

summer home. Fees were low, and summer homes were often built on a shoe-string budget by private

individuals.

In 1918, the Washington Office issued technical directions for subdividing summer home tracts. In the same

year, the Forest Service published Landscape Engineering in the National Forest by land surveyor Frank A.
Waugh, as guidance to field personnel for planning and design. Waugh recommended that one acre be the
standard lot size for a summer-camp permit on the national forests; a 200' x 200' or 150' x 267' forest lot was
representative. Waugh warned against "the building of disreputable, unsightly structures which disfigure the
natural landscape surroundings." General layout should avoid straight alignments and "the checkerboard
system" of rectanglar plans. Waugh contends that "it is better administration to have three or four tracts
surveyed and designed with no demand for leases than to have one colony established in helter-skelter fashion

before the Forest Service gets started with its plans" (Waugh, 1918).

Forest officers platted the early summer-home tracts in Region 6 using
Waugh's principles. Waugh was hired by Mt. Hood National Forest in
1920, and wrote Recreational Units in the Mt. HoodArea. From this work,
the agency created a recreation plan map idenifying the development of
campgrounds, summer home tracts, clubhouses, health camps, access roads,
and trails, and identified the need to maintain the natural landscape (AINW
and Donovan, 2003:6). Waugh's plan is an example of the early master
plans that examined how development within a forest area interrelated.

Waugh's plan for summer-home tracts took into consideration topopgraphy,
views, road system, sanitation limitations, setbacks from streams, lakes, and
roads, and orientation of the summer home and its outbuildings. Each
summer home usually had several features to the site. Some of the property
types typically found on the summer-home lots include cabins, garages,

woodsheds, boathouses, outhouses, barbecues, garages, and trash pits, as
well as landscape features such has benches, bridges, rock stairs, paths, and
retaining walls.

The cabins, usually one or one-and-a-half stories, had front or side-facing
gable roofs, often with shed or gable dormers, or intersecting gable ells.
Cladding included horizontal lap, wood shingles or shakes. logs, or board-and-batten siding. Some of the

cabins had partial to full stone walls. The cabins generally had wood shingle roofs, full or partial front
porches supported by log posts, decks, multi-light windows (oftentimes with functional, not merely
decorative, shutters to provide security when not inhabited), and stone chimneys. "Rustic"-style elements
dominated the construction, with the use of native materials and natural paint colors for the exterior such as

dark brown, gray, dark green, and reddish-brown that blended with the local environment (Figure 35).

Figure 35. Still Creek Summer
Homes, Mt. Hood NF, built in
the Rustic style. Skilled
craftsperson Henry Steiner built
lower cabin.
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The outbuildings were designed in a similar style, and were generally free standing structures. Garages had

gable or hip roofs and sometimes had a shed-roofed woodshed attached to the side or rear of the building.

Outhouses had shed or gable roofs, and were covered with lap, wood shingles or shakes, or constructed of

logs. The fire-pits, barbecues, and retaining walls were generally rock structures.

Examples of summer home tracts include Lake of the Woods, Winema National Forest; Union Creek, Rogue

River National Forest; Diamond Lake Resort, Umpqua National Forest; Still Creek and Camp Creek, Mt.

Hood National Forest; Government Mineral Springs, Gifford Pinchot National Forest.

Depression Era: 1933-1941
During the New Deal, the Forest Service received recreation funds and labor sources far beyond its wildest

dreams. The tight budgetary limits that had constrained the Forest Service recreation program disappeared,

resulting in an unprecedented wave of recreation development in the 1930s. The intense building program that

began in 1933 flourished until 1940 when, in the shadow of impending war, support for work-relief programs and

other national forest programs waned. "As national defense priorities came to the fore, public works recreation

appropriations ceased" (Throop, 2004:10). Recreation sites and structures were a discrete classification of forest

improvements. These were intended for public use and enjoyment but also were intended to concentrate

recreational use of the forest in protected and supervised areas, and to reduce the risk of fire.

During the seven-year building phase, Region 6 staffplanned and constructed hundreds of public campgrounds

and recreation areas, four federally financed organization camps, numerous improved winter sports areaseight
with small-scale lodges, and one with a large-scale lodge and hotelwith downhill runs, cross-country trails,

jumps, and many trails, some with backcountry shelters (Throop, 2004:8). Laborers and skilled crafts people who

worked in the government sponsored CCC programsbuilt these projects. Designed in the Rustic style, these

buildings were based on the Forest Service philosophy of non-intrusiveness, using native materials, and

integrating the structure into the surrounding landscape.

Campgrounds and Picnic Areas

The Forest Service gave first priority to the construction of safe campgrounds; picnic areas were given first

priority. Careful selection of the site was emphasized. Water sources, scenic views, drainage, and accessibility

were considered in the planning process. These camps were classified according to use ranging from Class A

Camps with 5,000 or more visitors annually to Class D Camps with less
than 50 visitors annually; the most elaborate camps were designed for

Class A and Class B forest camps. While many of these campgrounds

were new developments, many of the sites previously occupied were
enlarged and improved by the CCC (Throop, 2004:23-24).

The new campgrounds developed by the Forest Service during this

period emphasized the natural setting in relationship to the use of the
automobile. These camp unit layouts now provided for parking at

each campsite, and general parking near picnic areas. Roads into the the 1935 Lands Handbook (Plate 12-E-1).

site were curvilinear, fitting the contours of the land. The secondary
roads extending to the individual camp sites were situated on either side of the road. Designers used circular

layouts, with campsites on either side of the road. For convenience, garbage pits and toilets were sited in close

proximity to the campsites. Hiking trails connected to the campground. If the campground was near a prominent

feature, such as a lake, the development was designed to minimize its impact on the landscape.

Carefully planned and detailed designs for campground amenities extended far beyond the bare necessities. Camp

fixtures such as tables, benches, fireplaces. and stoves (from 1937 Camp Stoves and Fireplaces) were constructed

using established designs (Figure 37). Other amenities, water hydrants, drinking fountains, garbage pits, and

Figure 36. Community Kitchen design from
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occasional seats had certain specifications, but
were often innovatively executed. Stones and
logs were used to create unique and truly rustic
features (Throop, 2004:25).

Water faucets and fountains were placed in
unpeeled sections of log. Garbage pits were
covered with lengths of logs, stacked and affixed,
with the center section cut and hinged to permit
opening. Single rustic garbage cans were made
of unpeeled log sections placed upright, the
heartwood removed, with lids fashioned from an
additional short log section. Occasional seats and
benches were made from entire logs, hewn, or
from half-logs fitted to form seats and backs,
some having armrests of smaller unpeeled poles.
(In the moist forestlands of western Oregon and
western Washington, few of these log features
survived past the I 960s.) Others were made of
stone, sometimes built into a retaining wall. All
seats and benches were built with the idea of rest,
and many were placed in locations that afforded a
pleasing or beautiful view. "Smoking spots,"
with a bench or seat and rustic log or stone
ashtrays were similarly located (Throop,
2004:25). Sites near lakes also included boat
ramps.

Designers stipulated that built improvements be
painted or stained in natural or neutral colors to
make them less conspicuous and to protect the
materials against the climate. They preferred
French gray or silver gray shingle stain, although
log structures could be left natural to weather or
treated with a precise mixture of raw linseed oil.

spar varnish and Burnt Umber ground in oil. Grays conferred a "pleasant weathered appearance," and "blended

with nature better' than brown or green stains (Throop, 2004:25).

Roads, Trails, and Footbridges

Forest camp roads were primarily a means of ingress and egress, but locating these roads in relation to scenic

vistas and surrounding landscape was encouraged. Trails in the campgrounds connected the various elements

within the site, scenic overlooks, and other natural features around the campground. Part of this trail system often

included rustic footbriges that insured safety in crossing. These footbridges varied from simple footlogs, hewn to

provide a flat walking surface, with a single pole handrail, to more complex constructions made of two or three

logs covered with a plank surface, and balustrade-like guard rails. Such bridges were inexpensive to build,

attractive, and appropriate to the environment. Suspension bridges for pedestrian traffic were built in a few

locations (Throop. 2004:26-28).

Water Systems, Pump Shelter, and Spring Development

Figure 37. Recommended Camp Unit Layouts in 1937 Camp Stoves
and Fireplaces.
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Water-system development was a primary consideration in some campgrounds. Where springs were to be used as
the supply, the source was often walled up, either with rock or cement, and covered. Piped water systems
required that several hydrants, at least 36" high, be located conveniently.

In some campgrounds, the Forest Service erected rustic hand-
pump shelters and gazebos. Springs such as the Little lion
Mike and Bubbling Mike in the Gifford Pinchot National
Forest were developed in an unobtrusive, natural way with
landscaping that blended into the existing environment, but
were not enclosed or sheltered (Figure 38). Workers enclosed
the spring at the Soda Springs Forest Camp on the Snoqualmie
National Forest (present day Soda Springs Campground,
administered by Wenatchee National Forest) in a cobblestone
masonry well structure and covered with a simple, open well
house of log uprights with a shake-covered hip roof. A more
formal approach to spring development was used at the Dead
Indian Soda Springs on the Rogue River National Forest. The
spring itself was built up like a stone well, while the
surrounding area was enclosed by a masonry wall with stone
benches, and triangular tables located in two corners of the enclosure. Stone steps led up and down from the
development, the upper approach forming an arched bridge over a small side stream (Throop, 2004:28). Stone-
masonry water fountains at roadside rests provided for drinking water and refilling radiators of over-heated
automobiles. Three of these remain in the Mt. Hood National Forest (Tollgate, Sahalie, and Pioneer's Women's
rest stops).

Toilets and Comfort Stations

Convenient placement of pit toilets was important to the overall design of the campground. The most common
toilet facility was the traditional single- or double-pit outhouse. Larger, more highly developed campgrounds had
flush-toilet systems, ranging in capacity from two to twelve fixtures. Buildings to house the toilet facilities were
of pole construction and split-shake exteriors, or of frame construction with vertical board exterior siding, with or
without battens. Some incorporated stone as a facing material. Occasionally, the exteriors were covered with
bark, but this form of siding deteriorated rapidly and proved short-lived. As with other features and furnishings,
toilet buildings were set into the landscape, and made inconspicuous by screens of natural vegetation and by use
of a neutral colored stain (Throop, 2004:26).

Camp Stoves and Fireplaces

"Camp Stoves and Fireplaces" published in 1937 by the Forest Service, aided in the design of fireplaces. stove's,
and ovens The manual gave specific instructions on past construction problems with these amenities, how to
improve on designs, and what type of materials and building techniques were appropriate (Figure 39). This book
created a standard for stove and fireplace construction in the campgrounds.

To minimize fire hazard, the Forest Service provided camp stoves and fireplaces as conveniences for cooking,
warming, and lighting in campgrounds and picnic areas. Location of the stoves or fireplaces were extremely
important in campsite planning. Stoves had to be easily accessible to tables, at least 10' from trees, and have
sufficient work space and provision of firewood storage. The direction of the normal prevailing winds was
considered to reduce the possibilty of fire.

Stove and fireplace designs were attractive, had maximum utility, and required minimum maintenance. No single
stove type met all these requirements in every location: the natural topography of an area largely determined the
appropriate design. Massive high-chimney stoves were deemed appropriate only in large timber areas where there

Figure 38. Iron Mike Spring Shelter,
Gifford Pinchot National Forest.
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was adequate opportunity to screen the facilities. To retain scale and proportion, a height ranging from 15" to 24"
was prescribed for cooking surfaces. Native stone was the preferred material.

The most frequently built stove design in Region 6 was the "convertible" camp stove; the texture of masonry
varying with the type of native stone available. Rectangular, with a chimney built into one end as part of the
fabric, these often-massive stoves eliminated undue fire hazard, and provided for safe cooking- and warming-fire
use. Within individual campgrounds, textural diversity is evident. Some stoves were constructed of boulders,
rounded, uncut, and assembled in a very informal manner, while others exhibit very carefully cut and fitted stone,
more formal in appearance. Variations of the basic design that included a triangular warming fireplace abutting

the cooking stove chimney were

GA3OUN [ found in campgrounds throughout the
Region. The warmmg fireplace
variation was referenced as "the Mt.
Hood design" (Throop, 2004:27).
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Figure 39. Types of fireplaces for camp sites in the 1937 Camp Stove and Fireplaces.
Plate I

Group Facilities and Community
Kitchens

In addition to the facilities designed
for individual family campsites,
furnishings for group sites that
provided for common activities were
planned (Figure 36). Community
bonfire rings, defined by flat stones,
and surrounded by log benches were
not unusual. In some larger
campgrounds, the community
fireplaces took on the form of an
amphitheater in anticipation of
interpretive programs and other
group events.

Among the most eloquent
expressions of rustic architecture in
the diverse forest improvements, and
the most interesting from a
sociological standpoint, were the
community kitchens. Of log, pole,
and masonry construction, the
structural members were carefully
proportioned to the natural setting.
Log uprights corresponded in
diameter to the measurements of the
surrounding trees. Foundations and
masonry walls were styled to appear
as "rough rock footings" or natural
outcrops. Structures made of
irregularly shaped rock were
preferable. Placed along their

horizontal axis, uncoursed rubble
stone resembled natures bedding
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patterns, and more closely tied the structure to the ground. Roof design and pitch had to be compatible with
potential snow load and other climatic conditions, but without creating a dominant vertical emphasis that would
overpower the site. Roofs had to achieve a proper proportion with the often massive nature of upright support
members and footings; oversized verge members and shake roofmg helped resolve this problem. Climate and the
character of the forest surrounding the structure is reflected in the design, not only in the size of the structural
members but also in the degree of enclosure.

On the western slopes of the Cascades, architects more frequently enclosed community kitchens with heavy
railings or even solid walls. In contrast, the community kitchens located east of the Cascades in the pine forests
appeared lighter in construction, more open, and had pole railings or no enclosure; this lighter structure was
commensurate with the surroundings. Within the parameters of community-kitchen design, there was also a
concerted effort to provide variety of appearance. No two shelters were exactly alike. If identical floor plans
were used, then the elevation design differed substantially; if elevations were similar, then floor plans were altered
to create a unique edifice. Two major plans emerged: rectangular and octagonal. Variations, however, in roof
shape and materials, elevation design, arrangement and number of stoves and fireplaces, decorative details, and in
building materials prevented monotonous repetition (Throop, 2004:29-30).

Playground Facilities

Some campgrounds had playground facilities for children designed by Regional Office architects. The equipment
was constructed of poles, logs, and planking, rather than metal piping. Swings with wood slab seats or chairs
were suspended from a pole framework, and bench swings utilizing a log for the seat, with handles and footrests,
were supported to withstand the longitudinal sway. In a few locations "monkey trees" were erected; defoliated
yew trees, sunk in the ground so that ten to twelve feet of branched trunk projected above ground level. Rockers,
rocking horses, teeter-totters, and merry-go-rounds were other optional equipment (Throop, 2004:27).

Registry Booths

Most campgrounds had registry booths to house a notice board and the
campground registration book. Located centrally these booths were
noticeable but not obtrusive (Figure 40). These small rustic shelters were
of post and beam construction, or of native stone masonry, or frequently a
combination of both. If a large shelter or community kitchen was included
in the campground facilities, the registry booth repeated its design in a
smaller scale. Provided with benches or seats, and a secured writing
surface, the booths afforded shelter from wind and rain. In a few locations,
the registry booth was combined with a comfort station (Throop, 2004:28).

Signing
All recreational improvements were appropriately signed. Rustic entry
signs were located prominently beside approach roads. Wood slabs, of
varying dimensions, were supported by log or stone piers or suspended
from log gibbets, and identified the site by name. Often the Forest Service shield was incorporated in the design
and the administering national forest identified. Characteristically, lettering and any insignia were raised
(embossed); more rarely they were routed into the sign panel. Within the campground or picnic area, all facilities
were clearly designated, with directional and locational signs. The standard Region 6 "ten rule' sign which
contained precautionary remarks and the administrative regulations was placed in the registry booth or adjacent to
the registry box for public information. As late as 1933, forests were directed to post at least one metal sign in the
forest stating, "This land is reserved as a public service site and is not subject to appropriation under any of the
public land laws." This applied to any forest camp where any Government appropriation or private donation had
been used for improvements (Throop, 2004:29).
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Figure 40. Forest Camp
Registiy Booth design from
1935 Lands Handbook.
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Examples of Campground/Picnic Areas in the Depression Era: 1933-1941

Resource Name

Campgrounds
Clear Lake Campground
McKee Bridge Campground

Community Kitchens
American Forks Campground
Boulder Cave Campground
Silver Falls Campground
The Dalles Campground
French Creek Campground
Union Creek Campground
Dead Indian Soda Spring
Fish Lake Campground

Campground Shelters
Big Creek Campground
Bedal Campground

InformationfRegistry Booth
Silver Falls Campground

Stove Shelters
Chatter Creek Campground
Silver Falls Campground

Camp Stoves
Chatter Creek Campground
Silver Falls
Salmon La Sac
McKee Bridge Campground

Willamette NF 1935-36
Rogue RiverNF 1935-36

WenatcheeNF 1936
Wenatchee NF 1935
Wenatchee NF c. 1935
Mt. Baker-Snoqualniie NF 193 5-36
Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie NF c. 1935
Rogue RiverNF 1936
Rogue River NF 1936
Rogue River NF 1936

WenatcheeNF 1936
Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie NF 1937

Wenatchee NF c. 1935-36

Wenatchee NF 1940
Wenatchee NF 1935-36

Wenatchee NF c. 1940
Wenatchee NF c. 1935-36
Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie NF 1936
Rogue River NF 1935-36

Resorts and Lodges
By the 1930's, recreation planning had an order of priority for land use allocation and development. Forest
Service manuals specify that after public forest camps were built in a Recreation Unit Plan, the next selection
ordinarily was the resort. The basis for the priority order appears to have been "the greatest good for the greatest
number" (Throop, 2004:33). Plans for resort areas required the approval of the Forest Supervisor and the
Regional Forester. If any structure, either government or private, would cost $20,000 or more, then theChiefs
approval was required for the resort development (Throop, 2004:33).

The development of needed resorts on national forest land by private capital was favored, but Forest Service
Manual directions stated that "it is especially desirable that resorts in localities of unique or outstanding character
be constructed by the Government and priority in planning will be given to the development of such sites."
Timberline Lodge on Mt. Hood is the only example of a Government fmanced, designed, and built lodge on the
national forests in Oregon and Washington (Throop, 2004:33). Completed in 1937, Timberline Lodge was
constructed entirely by hand by Federal WPA crafispeople.

Forest Service planners provided for adequate space on the ground for resort development, while the permittee
was responsible for siting and designing the specific commercial facilities. The public/private venture was meant
to be cooperative and for the general public's benefit. Forest Service guidance was lengthy and explicit. The
permittee was urged to consider the design of the landscape and the interrelationship of the buildings. Suggested
buildings included lodges, guest cabins, gas and oil facilities, boathouses, bath houses, stables and corrals, power
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houses, water and sewage facilities, dock and swimming floats, beach developments, and playgrounds, also
included were winter sports facilities that often included parking, toilets, housing and shelter, ski slopes, trails,
lifts and tows, toboggan and sled runs, and warming huts (Throop, 2004:79).

Architectural elements of predominantly vernacular lodges reflected the Craftsman and Rustic styles. These
small-scale, log or wood frame buildings were clad with shingles or shakes, or rough-sawn siding, with gable
roofs, multi-light windows in varying divisions, and prominent masonry chimneys. Plain and comfortable, the
resorts offered a change of pace and scenery for people of average means (Throop, 2004:36).

Timberline Lodge

Timberline Lodge, completed in 1937, was built during the height of the Great Depression as a WPA project.
Designed by agency architects, construction started in 1936 with the workers living in nearby tent cities and
trucked daily to the construction site. The structure, Cascadian in style, on the south side of Mt. Hood. Oregon,
was constructed of stone and wood by some of the fmest crafts people in the region.

The project was completed in a short time - the intensity of the project being due not only to the weather but also
to the uncertainty of the WPAs future. From the first drawings, made in early 1936, to the dedication of the
completed Lodge by President Franklin Roosevelt in September 1937, only 15 months elapsed. Despite the
extreme conditions, fast-paced construction, and the inexperience of some of the workers, there were no major
accidents during the entire period. In 1978, Timberline Lodge was declared a National Historic Landmark. The
lodge is one of the finest examples of WPA work in the country.

Winter Sports Areas

Prior to the 193 Os, there was no unified effort by the Forest
Service in Region 6 to plan for winter sports areas. The earliest
documented planning effort that included a winter sports
component was the Mt. Hood Recreation Development Plan
undertaken by Francis Williamson in 1926. In the early 1930s,
planning for these acitivities began The Forest Service stated
that "improvements should be concentrated at a few of the most
desirable locations rather than being spread out over a larger
number of small developments" (Throop, 2004:65). In
considering the development of winter sport areas accessibility to
state highways, parking, and location of toilets, housing and
shelters (warming, eating, first aid), ski slopes, ski trails, ski lifts
and tows, and toboggan and sled runs were all part of the
planning process. Winter and summer weather conditions were
also studied. Many of these winter sportsareas in the national
forests were built throughout Washington and Oregon.

Extant examples of the small log ski lodges built under the
auspices of the Forest Service include Leavenworth, Wenatchee
National Forest; American River [Ski Bowl], Snoqualmie
National Forest (administered by Wenatchee NF); Tumalo
[Skyliner's Lodge], Deschutes National Forest; and Santiarn Pass
and Whitebranch, Willamette National Forest (Throop, 2004:79).

Figure 41. Ski Hut Design for building in Wenatchee
NF. Region 6. Plan from Acceptable Plwu FS
Administrative Buildings, 1938.

Examples of some of the log warming huts or shelters include
those built at Wicky Creek, Gifford Pinchot National Forest; American River, Scenic, Silver Springs. and
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Snoqualmie Pass, Snoqualmie National Forest; Chartrand's Winter Sports, Keechelus Inn, Martins Winter Sports,

Lake Wenatchee, and Snoquahnie Ski Bowl [Hyak], Wenatchee National Forest; Government Camp [Ski Bowl]

and Tilly Jane, Mt. Hood National Forest; Trail Camp, Union Creek, Rogue River National Forest; Mt. Hebo,
Siuslaw National Forest; Pioneer Forest Camp, Tollgate, Umatilla National Forest; Red Butte [Watson Cabin],
Umpqua National Forest; Anthony Lakes [2 warming houses], Whitman National Forest; Hand Lake, and
Sunshine Shelter, Willamette National Forest (some of these have been demolished).

Organizational Camps and Clubs (Private and Public)

Privately Developed: Land for private organizational camp development was classified in the 1933 Recreation
Handbook as "Organization Areas." Organizations were defined as large, active, organized groups of people such

as Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls, Elks Lodges, Y.M.C.A.s or Epworth League, and Many churches
also built and operated summer camps on the national forests.

"Organization tracts" were usually located well off the main road, and required good water, ample seclusion, and
safe sanitation, while public forest camps and resort sites were allocated space on the main road for high visibility
and access. The primary consideration for location of organization camps was safety,privacy, and ample area for

outdoor activites such as hiking and boating.

The types of facilities built at organizational camps varied according to a camp's purpose and need. Most
included a frame- or log-lodge building, cooking and dining hail, toilets and bathhouse, sleeping shelters,
bunkhouses, or cabins, as well as accessory storage or utility buildings. Some provided an infirmary. Depending

upon the organization's orientation, the camp might have an amphitheater and/or sports area or playing field, and
swimming pools; church camps typically had a special outdoor area for worship services (Throop, 2004:38).

The architecture was generally plain, functional, vernacular, and rustic in character. Log or frame construction

was typical, with a variety of exterior materials including vertical board and batten, rough-sawn horizontal lap
siding, wood shingles or shakes, or round or hewn logs. Gable roof shapes predominated, and the larger

buildings featured stone chimneys and fireplaces (Throop, 2004:38).

Exant examples of this type of recreation resource are the Lake-of-the-Woods Girl Scout and Boy Scout camps on
the Winema National Forest; and Skyliner's Lodge on the Deschutes NF, built for the Bend Skyliners Ski Club,

and designed by Clemon Clark, Forest Supervisor with a degree in architecture.

Publicly Developed: The major purpose of Depression-era public-organization camps was to provide recreational
opportunities for low-income groups. Capacity, average period of use, and potential users were all considered

when these facilities were planned. Government-built camps were supposed to provide a specified range of
facilities, including a large central building for assembly, cooking, dining, sleeping quarters, toilets, and

bathhouses, and group activities (Throop, 2004:39).

The configuration of organization camps was based on the directions provided for planning and design in the
Handbook. The manual suggested segregation of the organization camp into the following use areas:
administration area, utility area, sleeping shelter group, sports area, campfire circle, crafts area, and miscellaneous
features such as entrance roads, parking, trails, benches, signs, and water systems (Throop, 2004:40).

The Forest Service approached the construction of these publicly developed recreation facilities conservatively.
Only four of these facilities were built in the Pacific Northwest Region: Camp Cleawox (now Girl Scouts) on the
Siuslaw National Forest, Clark Creek and Long Bow on the Willamette National Forest, and Buck Creek

Organization Camp on the Umatilla National Forest.
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As built in 1938-39, Camp Cleawox had 16 major structural features including a lodge, 13 Adirondacks-type
sleeping shelters, a change house, and a shelter for an aboriginal dug-out canoe. The lodge was rustic in
character, of log and frame construction, and cruciform in plan. The sleeping shelters were hexahedral in plan, of
pole construction, clad with wall shakes. The Longbow contained large rustic community shelters for cooking,
dining, and gathering, and groupings of three-sided frame sleeping shelters with built-in bunks The Longbow
Camp historic components remain intact (Throop, 2004:40-41).

Club Sites

Similar in purpose to organizational camps, but intended for smaller groups with simpler operational needs, club
sites met many of the same planning criteria for location, sizing, capacity, and demand. Most consisted of a small
clubhouse or lodge, with cooking, dining, and sleeping quarters incorporated. Other improvements included

outhouses and accessory storage or utility buildings (Throop, 2004:40-41).

Clubhouses and lodges were characterized by simple, vernacular architecture with rustic qualities. Two- or three-

story buildings of log or frame construction were not uncommon. Exterior materials were various and natural:
vertical board and batten, shingles, rough-sawn siding, or round or hewn logs. The buildingsgenerally had gable

roofs, porches or covered entries, sandstone chimneys and/or fireplaces (Throop, 2004:40-41).

Summer-Home Tracts
The summer-home tracts continued to develop throughout the Great Depression. Developments near larger cities

such as Portland grew rapidly as more people sought nearby recreation facilities. Theses tracts formed
communities off the main road, where each individual would have a roomy lot that was private by design.

During the Depression, summer-home planning was considered a sufficiently important aspect of recreation
development as to warrant informing the public. In a 1932 Region 6 Forest Service publication entitled Summer

Homes in the National Forests of Oregon and Washington, Fred W. Cleator described the process for establishing
public recreation areas, and the requirements and conditions for building and maintaining a summer home on the

national forest.
There are 22 national forests within the States of Oregon and Washington. Each of these forests

has opportunities for supplying summer-home demand. . . . The Forest Service does not
discriminate among individuals so long as the permittee obeys the laws and regulations of the
United States, the State, and county in which the land is located and the rules of any local
governing body, which are determined by a majority of the users in any community or
recreation unit.

Construction plans must fully satisfy the Forest Service with regard to fire menace, sanitation,
and appearance. It is mainly required with buildings that they be put up in a workmanlike
manner with substantial roofs, floors, doors, windows, brick or masonry chimneys, fly-proof
toilets and garbage containers; and that the setback of residence and general ensemble be not out
of harmony with the neighborhood. Plans and locations of improvements must be approved by
the Forest Service before construction begins. This does not mean that buildings must be
uniform in character, but it will usually mean that they shall be of a generally accepted rustic

style, and attractive in appearance. Glaring colors are not permitted.

If house logs are available and desired for building they may be purchased, and application for
cutting should be made to the nearest forest officer. Although the stumpage price of this
material is very low, it should be understood that the cost of log construction usually runs
considerably higher than frame, except where lumber is inaccessible. Bark left on logs, except
cedar, invites insects. Barbed wire should not be used in fence construction.
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In landscaping the lots, it is expected that a natural appearance will be kept. Small trees should
not be "limbed up," but only the dead material should be removed. Groups or clumps of trees
and bushes should be encouraged between houses and especially between the house and roads
or streams....

The lots are surveyed along landscaping principles with the idea of obtaining vistas, building
sites, and safety. No attempt is made to square up the lots. They are made to fit the streams,
the slopes, the roads, and other features. The corners may be stakes, rocks, or living trees, but
they are official surveyors' markings and should be carefully preserved in place to avoid
complications.

As more people built cabins on the summer-home tracts, the Forest Service provided specific guidelines for
lessees and district rangers. Monitoring these buildings was important so as to maintain the "Rustic"-style
architecture and the natural setting that was becoming the hallmark of Forest Service buildings. As in the earlier
developmental period, common accessory structures on summer-home lots included: outhouses, woodsheds,
barbecues, trash pits, and landscape features such as rock retaining walls, paths, and patios.

The cabins were small structures (their special use permits provided for a maximum square-footage floorplan) that
represented the salient features of the Rustic style. Built primarily of native materials, these buildings generally
were wood buildings (log or frame), one to one-and-a-half stories, front or side-facing gable with shed or gable
dormers, large rock end chimneys or brick or rock ridgeline chimneys, and multi-light casement or double-hung
windows often grouped. Siding material include wide lap siding, wood shingles or shakes, board and batten
siding, round or half-peeled logs. Porches were either full-length or partial, and supported by peeled logs or
square posts. Decks and patios were integral to the design in many cases. Some of the summer homes were
fmely crafted log constructed homes with details such as decorative peeled log king posts, log porch railings with
geometric patterns, and massive stone chimneys. Skilled local contractors built these more decorative homes.
Other permittees built modest frame structures that incorporated components (doors, windows, etc.) salvaged
from older homes and sheds on private land.

Examples of these summer-home developments include Still Creek Summer Home Tract, Mt. Hood National
Forest; Lake-of-the-Woods Summer Home Tract, Winema National Forest; Camp Sherman (Metolius) Tract,
Deschutes NF; Diamond Lakes Tract, Umpqua NF, and the Union Creek Tract, Rogue River NF.

Recreational Trails and Associated Structures

Trails

The construction of roads and "truck trails" accelerated in the 1930s, with much of the work completed under the
auspices of the CCC and other federal work-relief programs. As vehicle access pushed into the backcountry, the
prime importance of the trails as administrative and protective traveiways diminished, and recreational use of
trails increased (Throop, 2004:54).

The Forest Trail Handbook, revised July 1935, states that some of the Forest Service's trail-management
responsibilities were to build and maintain trails, establish a uniform classification and standard specifications for
the trails according to use, and to describe and illustrate approved methods of location, construction, and upkeep.
Trails were constructed, reconstructed, and maintained for fire control, administration, grazing, and recreation
purposes. The object of trail construction was to provide safe and unobstructed passage for pack animals and
hikers, and be durable enough to withstand the elements. Other types of resources associated with these trails
were overlooks, parapet/retaining walls, monuments (signage and memorials), and trail shelters.

It was not until the creation of the CCC in 1933, and the simultaneous increase in recreation funding to the Forest
Service that plans for a long-distance interstate trail were realized. A 1934 reconaissance report on the Oregon
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Skyline Trail by William L. Royer detailed the condition and amenities of the exisitng trail in Oregon. In 1935, a
study of the Washington's Cascade Crest Trail system, comparable to Oregon Skyline Trail, recommended
linking some of the smaller trails with Cascade Crest Trail. The two trails were later combined composing the
current Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail, as established by the 1968 National Trails System Act. Other named
trails laid out and linked within the historic period, such as the John Muir Trail in California are also segments of
the interstate trails system.

The traillshelters system was planned and built during an era when camping equipment was heavy and
cumbersome; the placement of the shelters a days hike apart eliminated the need to pack tents, making the
mountains more accessible. Examples of early trails that were more extensively developed during the Depression
Era include the Timberline Trail System as part of the Mt. Hood Development Plan, the Oregon Skyline, and the
Cascade Crest Trails.

Shelters

In 1931, the Pacific Northwest Region introduced a standard trail
shelter design which followed the Adirondack design but was
modified to accommodate local conditions and needs. Rather than
being made solely of logs, most shelters were framed with peeled
logs and poles, then covered with a variety of native materials
including split cedar shakes and hand split boards (Figure 42). In
timberline areas or above, shelters were more frequently constructed
of stone, with some interior timber support.

Examples of recreational trail shelters built during the Depression Era
include Meadow Creek and Moore Point Trail Shelters on the Chelan
Ranger District, Wenatchee National Forest; Swamp Lake and Long
Lake Trail Shelters, Wenatchee National Forest; and Parker Meadows
Shelter on the Rogue River National Forest. The CCC's constructed the Parker Meadows Shelter circa 1935 in
the Adirondack-style; the hand-split wood-shake siding, gable roof, and exposed rafters are characteristics of the
style.

Observation Sites

Observation sites (or "viewpoints"), as planned recreation developments, first appeared during the Depression.
These sites were identified as having outstanding scenic views and/or interpretive opportunities, and were
intended to enhance the recreational experience of visitors who were hiking or "driving for pleasure."
Observation sites geared towards the automobile travellers often included signs, parking areas, retaining walls,
drinking fountains, guard rails, and seats and benches. Viewpoints accessible only by trail were designed to
accommodate the average number of visitors anticipated, and often included amenities such as fences, benches,
toilets, and view-fmders (Throop, 2004:71-72).

Examples of observation sites include the Dee Wright Observatory at McKenzie Pass, Willamette National
Forest. The observatory is a small, stone-faced, circular-shaped shelter with view-finder windows and mountain-
identifer interpretation. Built in 1934, Dee Wright Observatory is located at the summit of McKenzie Pass. The
structure, surrounded by lava rock, is constructed of the same materials and appears to be a natural outgrowth of
the surrounding landscape Another observation site, with a shelter, is situated at the summit of Cape Perpetua, on
the Oregon Coast; it provides a spectacular view of the Oregon coastline and the Pacific Ocean (Throop, 2004:72,
79).

Figure 42. Bessie Shelter in the Rogue River
National Forest.
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World War H and Post-War Era: 1942-1960

Campground and Picnic Areas

After the end of World War II, Americans increasingly sought opportunities for outdoor recreation, soon
overwhelming the number of developed recreation sites. To meet the increased demands, the Forest Service
added many campground facilities in the first decade after the war. The most common addition to the CCC era
campgrounds were new toilet facilities and bathhouses. Picnic shelters were also added to these existing sites.
Regional architect DiBenedetto stated that most of his work in Region 6 focused on the addition of administrative
facilities and that few new recreation facilities were planned (DiBenedetto, 2004).

In the late 1 950s, another surge in recreational use of the national forests resulted in more extensive recreation
construction. The Forest Service's "Operation Outdoors" began in 1957 (in response to the National Park
Service's ambitious "Mission 66" building program), and while the program brought about widespread recreation
developments, it also contributed to the loss of older resources. As Forest historian James B. Cox observed:

That five year plan was intended to rehabilitate and expand existing, and construct new, Forest Service camping and
picnicking facilities.. . Over the next 5-7 years, most of the recreation facilities developed during the Depression-Era were
rebuilt. This resulted in the alteration or removal of many of the earlier improvement and the introduction of modern styles
(Cox 1989).

Alter Congress established the Outdoor Recreation Review Commission (ORRC) in 1958, a number of legislative
and administrative actions ensued, including a Federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (BOR), a Land and Water
Conservation Fund, expansion of existing programs, and new federal grants-in-aid for states (Throop, 2004:10).

Once again, the automobile dictated some of the new campground designs. Roads within the campgrounds were
often designated as one-way to accommodate larger trailer and vehicles; the circular road worked well with the
one-way system. Larger, more regular parking pads appeared adjacent the individual campsites. Parking lots
became an integral part of the plan, sited near picnic areas that had day-use amenities such as picnic tables, toilets,
garbage pits, and water spigots or hand-pumps (Figure 43). Paths were located within the campground
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Figure 43. USDA FS Spirit Lake Campground designed by J.P. Langdon, Aug. 1957. enlarged or new ones were built.
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Although many of the CCC era campground features were lost during the post-war period, the Boulder Cave and
Chatter Creek Campgrounds on the Wenatchee National Forest, Douglas Fir Campground on the Mt. Baker-
Snoqualmie National Forest, and Tollgate Campground on the Mt. Hood National Forest retain major
shelters/community kitchens - and possibly convertible camp stoves.

Other Recreational Facilities

Recreational facilities such as resorts and lodges also expanded after World War 11. The Forest Service
constructed trails, roads, and overlooks and improved existing roads to accommodate the increase demand for
lumber. Post-World War II private recreation facilities reflected pre-war developments including organizational
camps complexes of lodges, cabins, bathhouses, boathouses, cooking and dining halls, toilets, sleeping shelters,
utility/storage buildings, and recreation areas.

By 1950, the post-war economic boom encouraged expansion of summer home tracts; the Forest Service
expanded developments by surveying additional lots. The Forest Service platted areas that needed minimal road
construction and could accommodate new buildings. Recreation policies set forth in the late 1940 and early
1 950s required keeping the regional landscape as natural as possible. Many buildings were remodeled during this
period or older ones demolished and rebuilt.

SPECIAL RESOURCE TYPES
Previous sections of this study have discussed the major categories of buildings and other facilities operated by
the Forest Service. Resources in this section are more specialized buildings, structures, sites, and objects that the
Forest Service has either constructed for its own use, or acquired and put to some specialized use. Typically, a
specialized Forest Service facility will include some generic administrative buildings as well as some distinctive
structures. A research station, for example, would have generic office buildings, residential buildings, and service
buildings, as well as specialized laboratory buildings.

Forest and Range Research Facilities
In 1908, the Forest Service developed a system of forest experiment stations. An initial experiment station
opened in Arizona; subsequently, stations were built in several western states (Williams, 2000:29; Grosvenor,
1999:253).

The Pacific Northwest (PNW) Experimentation Station had its
origins in 1912 when research began in Wind River (Carson),
Washington to learn more about reforestation after wildflres
(Mack and McClure, 1999:38). In 1913, the PNW Wind River
Forest Experiment Station was established south of Mt. St.
Helens on the Gifford Pinchot National Forest. The facility was
located in conjunction with Wind River Nursery, because
planting techniques were important topics of research (Mack and
McClure, 1999:38). The center was the first Forest Service
research facility in the Pacific Northwest.

Figure 44. Applying liquid manure as fertilizer
to seed beds, c. 1920. Photograph from the Wind
River Administrative Site Historic District, 1999.
Gifford Pinchot NF.

The first arboretum in the Pacific Northwest was planted at
Wind River in 1912. Jurisdiction over the Wind River
Experiment Station was transferred in 1924 from the Regional
Office to the Branch of Research in the Washington Office (Mack and McClure, 1999:40). Wind River was then
reassigned as a field office. With the onset of the Great Depression, funding and labor available through the CCC
brought about an increase in construction for research as it did for other administrative facilities.
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Typically, research stations resembled small campuses with a collection of buildings including residences, wet
labs, offices, vehicle service areas, and libraries. The buildings that pre-date the CCC Era are more Vernacular in
design reflecting the Bungalow or Craftsman styles, and the buildings constructed during the CCC Era reflect the
Rustic style common to administrative buildings.

Nurseries

The Forest Service initiated tree planting to replace trees lost to cutting and fires during the beginning of the 20th

century. The agency built nurseries to house the processes of germinating seeds and growing seedlings, adapting
the buildings as new technology became available. One of the earliest nurseries established in Region 6 was the
Wind River Nursery (Figure 44). Initially, the purpose of this nursery was to grow trees to reforest the Bull Run
watershed, Portland's source of drinking water, and other large burn areas in the region (Mack and McClure,
1999:18). The first seedlings at the Wind River Nursery were planted in 1910. The same year, crews were also
hired to experiment with planting seedlings in burn areas.

As the nursery program expanded over the years, the Forest Service needed more building types. By the end of
the Great Depression, the Wind River Nursery included warehouses, an office, mess hall, barn, laboratory,
greenhouse, bunk house, storage buildings, root house, bath house, tent sheds, storehouse/woodshed, wagon shed,
manure shed, packing shed, and garages. World War II production at the nursery was reduced to a bare minimum
(Mack and McClure, 1999:35). After the war, production increased substantially as the nursery expanded and the
use of machinery aided production. In the 1950s, the Forest Service added more buildings to the nursery
including a packing shed, cold storage plants, seed storage, nursery office, warehouse/shops, pump house, and
residences.

Tn Region 6, nursery construction increased after World War If with the increasing demand for timber and other
wood products. In Fiscal Year 1956-1957, for example, the engineering division awarded contracts for
construction of two cold storage buildings at the Wind River Nursery and put a packing shed project out for bid
for the same facility.

A Forest Service nursery in Bend has closed; extant example of structures associated with nursery facilities on the
Gifl'ord Pinchot National Forest include the Wind River Packing Shed (1956/1959) built as a packing shed and
lunchroom for Wind River Nursery, the Wind River Nursery Tree Cooler (1956) and the Wind River Nursery
Seed Freezer built in 1958 and used for cold storage of seed until the closure of the Nursery in 1997. The J.
Herbert Stone Nursery, located in Medford, took shape in the early 1980s; it remains the only Region 6 tree
nursery in operation today.

CCC Camps

Designers developed another series of standard buildings for the Civilian Conservation Corps camps. "Initially
controlled by the Army, these camps were laid out in precise manners depending on their designation as
permanent, semi-permanent, or portable camps. The camp enrollees stayed in canvas tents until the cost
feasibility of lumber buildings was established. Many of these lumber buildings were designed to be portable,
since camp locations often changed. They were typically clad with board and batten or clapboard siding, and had
six-pane windows. The roofs were covered with roll roofing or shingles and the interiors were lined with 1" x 6"
paneling" (Wilson, 2004:69). Common building types found in the complexes included mess halls, barracks,
recreation halls, administrative buildings, offices, hospital, garage, and machine/carpentry shops, gas and oil
houses, tool shed, and vehicle shelters. Grounds were often landscaped and sometimes had outdoor swimming
pools and amphitheaters. Although many CCC camp complexes once existed throughout Region 6, extremely
few structures remain intact today.
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Timber-Production Facilities
In 1907 timber sold from the national forests amounted to just 950 million board feet, which was only 2 percent of
the Nation's 44 billion board feet cut that year. Timber harvesting remained sporadic and on a relatively small
scale (Williams 2000, 54)

Throughout the 1 920s, an economic boost increased the demand for wood products. While previous timber sales
had focused on small volumes, described by historian Gerald Williams "related to timber beams for mining and
ties for railroads," the newer sales accommodated expanded railroad logging operations "for lengthy harvesting
periods of several decades or longer." Williams observes that while the timber sales of the 1 920s were few, they
were large, often involving the sale of whole drainages at one time, like the 1922 Bear Valley Sale (Williams,

2000:53,55).

After World War II, the steady depletion of old growth timber on private lands further reinforced the need for
increased harvest on Federal lands. According to Williams, "During the 1950's timber harvest on national forests
almost tripled going from about 3 billion board feet in 1950 to almost 9 billion at the end of the decade. The
impact was felt most in the Pacific Northwest Region, the major producer of softwood timber in the National
Forest System" (Williams, 2000:55).

Timber production facilities are generally associated with the post-war period, and especially with truck logging.
Trucks required roads to access timber sales. These roads required bridges and other infrastructure. The Forest
Service needed to measure the volume of timber leaving the sales, which necessitated scaling stations at strategic
locations on many forests.

Scaling Stations
Property types associated with scaling stations included an office and a distinctive platform about 4' high and 40'
long that enabled the scaler to reach the logs on the truck. With the vast increase in timber production activity in
the I 950s, the number of scaling stations rose steadily. In August 1956, Region 6 Timber Management officer
Glen Jorgensen wrote the Division of Engineering in the Regional Office concerning scaling practice andpolicy

(Jorgensen, 1956):
In the past two years we have had several requests from the field for blue prints of scaling platforms.
This has been necessitated by the increase in the number of truck scaling stations. We feel there is a
great need for such prints and would like Engineering to prepare them for us.

There are four types we consider satisfactory and desire to make standard:
I. Portable; 2. Single - Permanent; 3. Double - Permanent; and 4. Double - with roof.

Location of the above types currently in use are:
1. Galice - Siskiyou NF; 2. Tieton RDSnoqualamie NF; 3. Tieton RD--Snoqualmie NF;
4. Darrington - Mt Baker NF

Roads
Historic logging roads and road can be evaluated as engineering resources with their associated bridges, culverts,
and other features.

Re-Loads
These sites were semi-permanent locations where off-road trucks unloaded logs to be decked and then re-loaded
onto highway trucks or railroad cars. Features of the reload site may consist of buildings and earthwork. A good
example of a long-lived re-load is the Keystone Ranch Re-load on the Ochoco NF.
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Booming Grounds
Booming grounds are analogous to re-loads, but they are located at a point where logs are assembled into booms
for water transportation to the mill. Elements of the facility may include buildings, permanent unloading
machinery, and piling. An example of a booming ground is the Smith River Log Dump, developed cooperatively
by the BLM and the Siuslaw NF.

COOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT RESOURCE TYPES
Resources in this section are located on national forests, but were usually built and operated by other government
agencies. Typically, the Forest Service and the other governmental agency operated them under the terms of an
inter-agency cooperative agreement.

Snow-Survey Cabins, USGS Stream-Gauging Stations
Snow-survey cabins are associated with the development of the snow-survey program in the American West, and
the role of the federal government (specifically Region 6 National Forests) in cooperative natural-resource
management. Snow-survey cabins on Region 6 Forests were built in the 1930s and 1940s, when the Bureau of
Agricultural Engineering/Soil Conservation Service (BAE/SCS) snow-survey program was established and first
flourished in the Pacific Northwest. The small, simply crafled snow-survey cabins represent the agency's
involvement in establishing a critical component of natural resource conservation prior to the development of
electronic snow-survey methods.

Examples of extant snow-survey cabins include the Blue Mountain Spring SCS snow-survey cabin; a log structure
on the Prairie City Ranger District, Malheur National Forest; and the SCS cabin at Waldo Lake, Willamette
National Forest. Four snow-survey cabins remain standing on the Rogue River National Forest. Two of them
Wrangle Camp and Grayback Mountain in the Applegate areaare shake-over-lumber construction. The log-
built Whaleback Snow-Survey Cabin (1937), on the Rogue-Umpqua Divide, and the Honeymoon Creek Snow-
Survey Cabin, in the Sky Lakes Wilderness (1943), remain standing in good condition.

During the 1 930s, the U.S Geological Survey's (USGS) hydrological program placed a number of stream-gauging
stations on rivers and major creeks in Region 6. The USGS also acquired older (generally 1920s) gauging
stations that had been built by private power companies near potential hydroelectric-power dam sites. These
structures were typically very small, wood-frame, gable-roof sheds. Perched on a river bank; they housed the
water-level gauging mechanism that recorded the river's changing levels. Two remaining examples of such
structures are located on the main stem of the upper Rogue River, above Prospect in the Rogue River NF.

Fish Hatcheries
State and federal agencies built hatcheries for propagating salmon and trout on most of the forests of Region 6.
Many of these date from the post-war period of dam building, when dams and reservoirs threatened salmon runs.
Other hatcheries date from earlier periods when Oregon and Washington state game commissions constructed
hatcheries to enhance trout fishing. Generic structures on the hatchery sites typically include administrative
buildings, residences, and service buildings. Specialized structures include the hatchery pools and the hatchery
buildings.

The Carson National Fish Hatchery, in the Clifford Pinchot National Forest, is at the confluence of Tyee Creek
and Wind River. Built by the CCC, the hatchery began rearing salmon and trout in 1937. Since 1960,
hatchery production has helped spring Chinook populations recover in the lower Columbia River. Today,
Carson releases over 1 million smolts annually (www.a2zgorge.info/services/fishhatcheries.htm#eaglecreek).
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Railroads
Segments of historic government railroads on two Region 6 forests are associated with the US Army's Spruce
Production Division (SPD), formed in 1917, to harvest Sitka spruce for use in aircraft construction. "In its short
life," observed historian Ward Tonsfeldt, "the SPD provided labor in logging camps and mills, built and operated
13 logging railroads, condenmed and purchased timber lands, and built two lumber mills of its own." Constructed
in 1918-1919, these railroad lines were critical in order allow the Spruce Production Division to take logs out of
the forests for shipment to mills. The Division planned thirteen railroads for western Washington and Oregon,
with mileage totaling 173 miles of main line and 181 miles of spurs (Williams: 1999:6).

Military Operations
During World War II, the US military operated training camps and conducted training maneuvers on national
forests. Most of the resources associated with these activities are now below-ground, but some above-ground
earthworks may remain. One example of a WW 11 military installation with impact on a national forest is Camp
Abbott (at present-day Sun River, near Bend), from which Army troops conducted maneuvers on the Deschutes
NF.

Other Cooperating Agencies
Other agencies that operate cooperative facilities on national forests in Region 6 include the following:

US Army, Corps of Engineers
US Bureau of Reclamation
US Department of Fish and Wildlife
Bureau of Land Management

By and large, other than the Bureau of Reclamation's irrigation canals and dams, these cooperative facilities
consist of generic buildings that show the temporal and architectural characteristics discussed earlier in this
chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
Evaluation

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
Chapter 4 provides guidelines for evaluating Region 6's buildings, sites, objects, structures, and districts for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places. The significance of a Region 6 historic resource must be
determined through investigating their qualities, associations, and characteristics. This investigation should
include the following:

Identification of the specific property type, recording of the resource's individual physical characteristics
through field analysis, and documentation of the property's history.

Identification of the historic context(s) and themes associated with the property based on accurate
documentation of the property's history.

Evaluation of the significance of the property based on the National Register of Historic Places criteria.

CRITERIA
Evaluation is the process of determining the significance of a resource based on the National Register of Historic
Places criteria. To be potentially eligible for listing in the National Register, the resources have to retain integrity
of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association; be at least 50 years old; and meet
one or more of the National Register criteria below:

A Associated with an event or patterns of events or historic trend that has made a significant contribution to the
history of the community, the region, the state, or the nation; or

B Associated with the lives of persons significant in our national, state or local history; or

C Embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represents the work
of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represents a significant and distinguishable entity
whose components may lack individual distinction; or

D Yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.

SPECIAL CRITERIA CONSIDERATIONS

Typically, certain types of properties are considered ineligible for listing in the National Register, although
special considerations may warrant their inclusion. Moved buildings and properties that are less than 50 years old
(or that have gained significance only within the past 50 years) are among those properties usually considered
ineligible for National Register listing. Such properties, however, may be eligible for listing if special
considerations are met. For example, certain less-than-50years-old buildings may be of "extraordinary"
architectural or historic significance, e.g., because of their association with an internationally renowned architect,
or because of a seminal historic event that occurred there sometime during the last half-century. Properties in
Region 6 that may, in certain cases, meet these special considerations include moved buildings or structures, or
buildings less that 50 years old.
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Examples of types of Forest Service properties that might, in some cases, meet the Special Criteria Considerations
include:

A resource moved from one location on its original site to another location on the property, during or after its
Period of Significance.

A historic district that contains a significant number of resources that have been moved or relocated from their
original locations.

A historic district that contains one moved or relocated building that made an especially significant
contribution to the district.

A portable resource, such as a scaler's residence/office, that is relocated to a place incompatible with its
original function but still maintain integrity of material, design, and style.

A portable resource whose importance is critically linked to its historic location or route, and that is moved.
A property built after the period of significance and is less than 50 years old but is deemed to be of

extraordinary historical or architectural significance.

TEMPORAL DIsTRIBuTIoN
The temporal boundaries of this historic context study span the years 1905-1960, and are divided into the
developmental periods discussed previously. These periods represent important shifts in the patterns and events
of the Forest Service administration at the national, regional, and local level. The Forest Reserve Period, 1897-
1904, and other pertinent contextual information from the late-nineteenth century are included in the discussion of
the resource types in order to provide a broader understanding of the development of the Region 6 and its built
environment.

1891-1904

1905-1912

1912-1 932

1933-1941

1942-1960

Forest Reserve Period: Although there are no known extant resources specifically dating from
this early period, historic resources constructed during this era may be potentially significant for
their extreme rarity.

Early Forest Service Period: Resources of this period are represented mainly by administrative
properties, and are very few in number. These represent the earliest period of the National Forest
system in Region 6. Most of these buildings have been demolished or heavily remodeled over the
years.

Intermediate Forest Period: FS Management Comes of Age: Resources of this period are
represented by administrative, Recreation, and special-use property types. Many of the resources
in these post-date World War 1, when the automobile made forests more accessible for
recreational users. New administrative buildings were also added during this period.

Depression Era 1933-1942: This was the most prolific building period in Forest Service history,
when plentiful labor and funding were provided for both administrative and recreation facilities.
Site and building plans were standardized; designs reflected the "Rustic style"; and local building
material heavily used. Associated with the New Deal, the majority of these resources were built
by CCC labor.

World War II and the Post-War Era: This period marked a shift in the Forest Service building
program. Portable, previously utilized, and prefabricated buildings were often used in the forests,
especially immediately following the war when funding was limited. The I 950s brought in
another administrative building boom; some of the buildings from this period reflect, at least in a
simplified form and cost-efficient manner, the Northwest-Regional or Western-Ranch House
styles.
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PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Period of Significance (POS) for historic properties in Region 6 may be a specific construction date or it may
reflect bracketed dates as outlined in the periods above depending on the NRHP criteria used for designation
(themes, developmental periods, etc.). It is possible to have more than one Period of Significance. The Period of
Significance will usually fall between 1905, when the Forest Service was established, and the 50-year cutoff date
(1955 at the time of this writing). Clearly, the end date for periods of significance continues to advance yearly,
and appropriate adjustments and follow-up evaluations should be made periodically to accommodate the passing
of time. When considering a resource for the National Register that is less than 50 years old, the Special Criteria
Considerations can be employed to determine whether such a property is indeed of extraordinary significance.

Contributing and Non-Contributing Resources: When evaluating a district, ensemble, or grouping of resources,
determining the Period of Significance is critical in establishing property types as either contributing or non-
contributing historic features. The significant period provides a benchmark from which the integrity and
significance of a resource can be measured. If the POS is very specific, then a precise representation of the
historic period is warranted. However, if the POS covers several decades, then contributing resources are more
likely to reflect the property type's evolution throughout the historic period. A contributing resource property
must have been built during the period of significance, relate to the documented significance of the property, and
possesses sufficient historic integrity to reflect its historic associations.

BROAD THEMES OF SIGNIFICANCE
Forest Service buildings, sites, objects, structures, and districts in Region 6 may be broadly described as
significant for their association with a major Federal land-managing agency whose administration of public land
and resources influenced the development of those local communities that relied on them for environmental,
economic, and recreational needs. The historical patterns described by the activities, policies, and programs of the
Forest Service are those broad themes of natural-resource conservation/development and public-land
management. Secondarily, the themes of politics and government, social history, recreation, landscape
architecture, and/or architecture may also be represented.

INTEGRITY
Components of Integrity

Integrity indicates the property's physical, tangible ability to convey historic significance. The level of integrity is
based on the degree of preservation - the amount of disturbance caused by subsequent alterations or loss of
historic materials. Assessment of integrity is necessary in order to determine both potential National Register
eligibility and future management plans. In brief, the National Register defmes the seven components of integrity
listed below that must be considered for each historic resource:

Location is the place where the historic resource was constructed;

Design involves the organization of space, proportion, scale, technology and ornament;

Setting is the physical environment of the property and its immediate surroundings;

Materials are the physical elements that were combined, constructed, or deposited in a particular pattern or
configuration in the building process;

Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people ("...the evidence of a
craftsman's labor and skill in constructing.. .Workmanship may be expressed in vernacular methods of
construction and plam finishes, or m highly sophisticated configurations "),

Feeling is the quality of that a particular historic resource may or may not have in evoking the aesthetic or
historic sense of a past period of time;
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Association is the direct link between a property and an event, or person, for which the property is
significant.

Guidelines for Evaluating Integrity

Varying degrees of integrity should be taken into consideration when evaluating resources under the four primary
NRHP criteria.

Criterion A If eligible for its historic associations under Criterion A, then the resource should retain substantial aspects
of its overall integrity, although design and workmanship may not weigh as heavily as those aspects related
directly to its historic associations.

Criterion D

To be eligible for its association with a prominent person under Criterion B, the resource should retain
some aspects of integrity, although design and workmanship may not be as important as the others.

To be eligible for its architectural merits under Criterion C, a resource must retain its physical features that
constitute a significant construction technique or architectural style. Critical aspects of integrity for such
properties are design, workmanship, and materials. Location and setting will also be important for those
resources whose design reflects their immediate environment (for example, a lookout tower located on a
mountain peak).

Resources significant under Criterion D may not have the type of integrity described under the other
criterion. Of the seven aspects of integrity, location, design, materials, and possibly workmanship are the
most important.

RESOURCE TYPES
Resources strongly associated with these significant themes may be eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places under Criteria A include Administrative, Recreation, Special Resources, and resources associated
with Cooperative Management.

Administrative
Properties developed or used by the Forest Service for administering and managing national-forest lands include a
wide variety of property types from dwellings to gas-and-oil houses. The main categories of property types are
residential sites, ranger-station offices, work centers, and fire suppression facilities. The following groups of
property types are associated with Forest Service administration and its corollary themes of natural-resource
conservation/development and public-land management:

Table 18: Administrative Property Types

Residentiall
Domestic

SupportJUtihtanat
Bwlthngs

Office Landscape
Elements

Forest Health &
Fire Protection

Barracks Blacksmith Shop Office Driveways Fire Cache
Bathhouse Carpentry Shop Office/Residence Flagpoles Guard Stations
Bunkhouse/Crew
House

Garage Ranger
Headquarter

Footbridges Lookouts

Cabin Gas and Oil House Guard Station Gardens Trails
Garage Generator Shed Parking Areas Trail Shelters
Latrine Mess Hall Retaining Walls Air Centers

Residential/
Domestic

Support/IJtihtariat
Buildings

Office Landscape Forest Health &
Elements Fire Protertion

Portable Residencesl Power House Rock Walkways
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Recreation
Recreational properties developed by the Forest Service include a wide variety of property types. The property
types most closely associated with recreation include campgrounds and picnic areas, resorts and lodges, trails
and shelters, summer-home tracts, winter-sports areas, organizational camps, and clubs. The following property
types are associated with the theme of Recreation.

Table 19: Recreation Property Types

Pre-fabricated Powder House
Residence/Dwelling Pump House Outdoor BBQ
Tents Recreation Hall

Shop/Shed
(mechanic, auto,
trucks, sign)
Sheds (paints, lumber,
storage, tools,
pesticide, etc
Stables, barns, corrals
Toilets
Warehouse
Power House
Woodshed

Campground &
Picnic Areas

Resorts &
Lodges

Recreationa
Trails &
Structures

Summer
Home
Tracts

Winter
Sports
Area

Organizational
Camps -
Public &
Public

Clubs
(Private)

Amphitheatre
Ball Field

Bath House Benches Barbecues First Aid
Shelters

Ball Field
Bathhouses

Barbecue!
Fireplace

Camp Stoves &
Fireplaces

Beach Resources
(beach, dock,
float, lifeguard
tower, bathhouse)

Footbridges Cabin Warming
Shelters

Boathouses Cabins

Community
Kitchens

Boat House Handrails Fire Pits,
Fireplaces

Ski Lifts &
Tows

Cabins Clubhouse

Footbridges Gas and Oil
House

Monuments,
Signage, &
Memorials

Garage Ski Slopes Dining Hall Landscape
Features

Group Facilities-
Picnic Shelters

Guest Cabins Overlooks Landscape
Features

Ski Trails Group Facility Outhouse

Landscape Features -
Trees and Shrubs

Lodge Parapets &
Walls

Outhouse Ski Jump
Hills
Toboggan &
Sled Runs

Lodges Sleeping
Quarters

Playground
Equipment

Playground
Facilities

Trails &
Roads

Trash Pits Sleeping Shelters Storage
Building

Pump Shelters &
Spring

Power House!
Utility Buildings

Trail Shelters Woodshed Recreation
& Play Areas

Trash Pit

Roads Pump Station Toilets Woodshed
Registry I
Info Booths

Signage Utility/Storage
Buildings
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SPECIAL RESOURCE TYPES
Resources in this section are specialized buildings, structures, sites, and objects that the Forest Service has
constructed or acquired for its own use. Typically, a specialized Forest Service facility will include some
generic administrative buildings as well as some distinctive structures. A research station, for example, might
include an office building, residences, and a service building, as well as a specialized laboratory building.

Experiment Stations &
Nurseries

CCC Camps

Timber Production Timber-production facilities are generally associated with the post-war period, and
especially with truck logging.

COOPERATIVE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Snow-Survey Cabin
& Gauging Stations

Military Operations

Experiment stations usually include numerous buildings developed for use by &
Forest Service research stations. Nurseries are associated with a ranger station, and
are established to grow trees and other plant stock.

A series of standard buildings developed and built by the CCC. Initially controlled
by the Army, these camps were laid out in precise manners depending on their
designation as permanent, semi-permanent ("spike"), or portable camps.

Snow-survey cabins were used by the Soil Conservation Service, with Forest
Service cooperation, for winter snow surveys. The USGS built and maintained
stream-gauging stations for ongoing measurement of hydrological data.

State and federal agencies built hatcheries for propagating salmon and trout on
most of the forests of Region 6.

Historic government railroads on Region 6 Forests are associated with the U.S.
Army's Spruce Production Division (SPD), formed in 1917, to harvest Sitka spruce
for use in aircraft construction.

During World War H, the US military operated training camps and conducted training
maneuvers on national forests. Most of the resources associated with these activities are
now obliterated or located belowground, but some above-ground earthworks may remain.

Campground &
Picmc Areas

Resorts &
Lodges

Recreationa
Trails &
Structures

Summer
Home
Tracts

Winter
Sports
Area

Organizational
Camps -
Public &
Public

Clubs
(Private)

Signs: Entrance,
directional, and/or
informational

Sports Facilities

Storage Buildings Stable and Corral
Tables Water and Sewage
Tent Spaces
Toilets and
Comfort Stations
Trails and Roads
Water Systems-
Drinking Fountains
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Table 20: Special Resource Types and Cooperative Resource Management

SIGNIFICANCE-QUALIFYING REQUIREMENTS
Associative Qualities and Physical Characteristics

The following requ eritents for the property types outline the associative qualities and physical
characteristics that define the significance of a particular building, structure, or site. These physical
characteristics and associative qualities are the basis for theme-specific criteria to measure the relative
architectural, stylistic and historic values. While Criterion B may apply also to individual sites or structures,
most Region 6 historic resources would qualify under Criterion A and/or Criterion C; these two criteria are
discussed in detail below.

Experunent
Stations
& Nurseries

CCC
Camps

Timber
Production
Facilities

Snow-
Survey
Cabins

Fish
Hatcheries

Railroads Military

Arboretum Administrative Booming ground Cabins Admin
Buildings

Grade Earthwork

Barn Amphitheaters Platforms Snow-course
markers

Hatchexy
Pool

Grade features

Bath house Barns Portable office!
residences

Steam-
Gauging
shelters

Covered
Tanks

Rockwork,
trestle & rail

Bunkhouse Barracks Re-Load sites Residences
Cold storage Garage Roads & bridges Service

Buildings
Fields-Landscape
Features

Gas & Oil
House

Scaling Stations

Fire hydrant house Garage
Garage Infirmary
Greenhouse and
Nurseiy

Landscape
Features

Laboratory Machine!
carpentry
shop

Mess hall Mess hall
Office Office
Oil House Recreation

Hall
Outhouse Swimming

Pool
Packing shed Tool shed
Residence Vehicle shelters
Root house Latrine,

showerhouse
Sheds Trash pit
Shops Rock-masonry

trash
incinerator

Special use Water-tank,
tower (or
footings)

Storage shed
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Administrative: Buildings and Sites
Associative Qualities

Early Administrative Resources (1905-1932): Many extant administrative resources built in Region 6
during the Early Forest Service Period (1905-1911) and Intermediate Forest Service Period (1912-1932) are
potentially eligible under National Register Criterion A, for their association with the historic development
of Forest Service, "whose administration of public land and resources influenced the historic development of
local communities reliant on them for environmental, economic, and recreational needs. The broader
historical patterns described by the activities, policies, and programs of the Forest Service are those of
natural resource conservation and development, and public land management" (Throop, 1995:5).

The administrative resources from this period have strong associations with the historical development of
natural-resource conservation, and are located in national forests where Forest Service Rangers established
administrative sites to oversee activities of the local jurisdiction, and in response to the establishment of
National Forest regulations. Historically, these structures were built before funding and labor became
available through the New Deal work-relief programs that emphasized standardized planning and designs.
Generally, resources built between 1905 and 1911 were constructed by Forest Service officers/rangers who
independently considered cost and location; the resources constructed between 1913 to 1932 were built
under the direction of Forest Officers with guidance from the Regional Office concerning cost and
appearance (Throop, 1995:6).

Depression-Era Resources (1 932-1941): Depression-Era administrative resources are potentially eligible
under Criterion A for their direct association with the political and legislative events of President Franklin
Roosevelt's New Deal. These events signifj the unprecedented intervention of the Federal government in
the economic life of the country and in the welfare of its citizens. Associative qualities that distinguish these
property types include: designed by architects in the Regional Office, with consideration for agency image
and identity; constructed by the CCC work crews; Federal government's response to the Depression; and
translation of needed work identified in the Copeland Report (1933) into CCC work projects, supervised by
the Forest Service (Throop, 1995: 5-6).

World War II and Post-War Resources (1942-1960): These resources are potentially eligible under
National Register Criterion A for their direct association with the "extractive" era in Region 6. After the
war, when demand for timber intensified, the agency's forest personnel and building program rapidly
expanded. As a result, the Forest Service established new relationships with the private timber industry and
other agencies, and developed new management methods.

The specific associative qualities that contribute to the ability of these 1 940s-1 950s property types to reflect
Forest Service historic development include: designed by architects in Regional Office with consideration
for agency image; compatibility with existing buildings, and cost; the Federal government's response to the
Post-War booming demand for resources and limited budgets; and the new Federal government design
standards to be enforced on individual Forests.

Note: Mcmy Forest Service properties include buildings from several eras. An administrative complex, for example,
might include a 1920 barn, a 1928 fire-guard's residence/office, in addition to CCC-era buildings, and post-
World War II residences. In cases such as this, the property would have an extended, continuous period of
sign Wcance, or several periods ofsign1cance, and all of the buildings should be evaluatedfor historic
sign Ican Ce.
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Physical Characteristic: Buildings and Sites
In order to be eligible under Criterion C, the administrative resources m Region 6 must embody the
distinctive characteristics of its type and retain sufficient architectural integrity. These include a variety of
resources including residences, cabins, storage buildings, barns/stables, warehouses, maintenance sheds, and
garages.

Early Administrative Resources (1905-1932): Early administrative buildings were Vernacular in style
representing the regional architecture and skills of the builders. Constructed by local builders or Forest
Service rangers, these buildings represented in this period often had characteristics of the Bungalow or
Craftsman style, a popular regional style. The common features on the residential buildings included gable
or hip roofs often with dormers, one to one-and a-half stories, eave overhangs with exposed rafter tails,
shiplap, clapboard, wood shingle or shake, or drop siding, 1/1 or multi-pane double-hung windows, and full
or partial porches. The more remote administrative buildings were sometimes log structures with gable
roofs, porches, and multi-light windows. More vernacular building types include simple rectangular
buildings with gable roofs, full or partial porches, and board and batten siding. These resources lacked the
standardized design elements that were the hallmark of the CCC era Forest Service buildings. Utilitarian
buildings were such as barns and stables were vemacular in style, and generally had board and batten, or
drop siding, hip or gable roofs, hay loft hoods, and large sliding doors.

Depression-Era Resources (1933-1941): Depression-Era resources were generally architect-designed
buildings, or were constructed from standardized-plan books provided by the Washington or regional offices.
The "Standard Plans" contained floor plans and suggested elevations. The complete drawings and
specifications were assigned to a NF following site selection, if appropriate to site. These reflected the
Rustic style that became associated with the Forest Service and National Park Service buildings. Common
physical characteristics that define this era include:

Natural and Native Materials - Milledlmanufactured, locally processed or obtained rough-sawn beveled
siding, shiplap, and flush drop-siding, wood shingles or shakes, peeled log; board and batten; and field and
rubble stone.

Varied Exterior Treatment - Materials applied differing in size, shape, and fmished surface. Detail enhanced
by juxtaposing two (or more) contrasting textures. Single texture - manufactured wood - a common
treatment; single texture - natural rustic materials (log, stone); multiple textures of stone and wood, stone and
log, and differing wood surfaces characteristic also.

Gable. Hip, and Shed Roof Shapes - Primary design, pitch appropriate to climatic conditions. Roof
configurations range from single shape, varied in size, position, and number - to occasional complex designs
incorporating two or more shapes, variously reiterated in porches, hoods, and dormers.

Multi-Paned Windows - Both double-hung sash, casements, and/Or fixed-light. Window treatments differ in
size and aspect, and range from single divisions to groups of two or three, generally with divided lights.
Arrangements also vary from regularity to asymmetry.

Chimneys - Massive brick or stone (dressed, random coursed; field stone) exterior side or end, and/or brick
or stone-faced interior.

Dormers - Complimentary or contrasting to the roof shape.

Main Entry - Covered with small portico or porch.

Shutters - Often present as a decorative element as well as functional purpose.

Forest Service pine-tree symbols - Common as cut-outs on shutters, and as cut-outs, intaglios or painted at
the peaks of gable ends.
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Trim - Limited and most often subtle, including items of architectural vocabulary such as heavy timber posts,
usually single but occasionally paired, often with brackets or corbels. Oversize roof and other structural
members are also used.

Landscape - To enhance relationship of building/structure to site -- includes built features such as dry-laid or
mortared-stone retaining walls, paths/trails, roads/spurs defined with stone.

Style - Representative of the Rustic style, but other regional adaptations are also present.

Note: Where funding was quite limited, Depression era buildings, built by the CCC, could be very plain, with a
single material te.rture and little to no diagnostic trim. Plain buildings and building groups occurred
throughout the 1933-1942 period Exterior materials might be a tongue-in-groove pattern. These plain,
simple buildings have less "tolerance "for modflcation, before they are adversely affected

World War II and Post-War Resources (1942-1960)

Exterior Treatment - Board-and-batten, or horizontal lap siding; plywood siding with cedar veneer.

Gable or Hip - Generally low profile gable roofs covered with wood shingle or shakes. Eave overhangs tend
to be wide.

Fixed. Awning, or Hopper Windows - Single-light windows. Sometimes skylights added to entrance areas.

Chimneys - Brick chimney (native mortared-stone very rare, but commercially available sandstone trim
sometimes employed).

Main Entry - Covered with small portico or porch, or sheltered by part of carport roof. Sometimes a recessed
entrance.

:[iirn - Simple narrow trim boards.

Landscape - To enhance relationship of building/structure to site -- includes built features such stone patios
and porches. Integrated into the landscape.

Style - Representative of the Ranch or Northwest style, but other regional adaptations are also present.

Administrative: Fire Detection and Suppression
Extant fire-detection and fire-suppression structures in Region 6 are directly associated with the Forest
Service's management of public land and natural resources. Constructed by forest employees and carpenters,
these structures have played a critical role in the development of fire detection and fire-fighting on Region 6
forests. Trails and other service facilities such as roads, shelters, and bridges were also very important to the
protection of the forests.

Property types associated with fire detection or suppression in Region 6 include lookout trees and platforms,
lookout cabins and towers, and guard stations (and associated garages, bans, corrals, and outhouses. As
property types, extant fire lookouts, guard stations, and their associated structures are identified by shared
physical and associative attributes. Individual resources within a property type display various physical
characteristics of specific time periods, however, all were designed for the specific purpose of protecting the
forest from fire. Other detection- and suppression-related property types include trails, trail shelters, roads,
bridges, and communication facilities such as telephone lines.

Associative Qualities

Lookouts
Many of the extant historic fire lookouts on Region 6 are potentially eligible under National Register
Criterion A, for their associations with public land administration and natural resource conservation
specifically fire detection and suppression. Lookouts are characteristic of different time periods, and when
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considered as a whole, they represent an evolution in lookout-construction styles. Lookouts, as wood-frame
structures built in inhospitable and isolated locations, are vulnerable to snow loads, moisture, high winds and
vandalism.

Specific associative qualities that contribute to fire lookout's representation of Forest Service Region 6
historic development include: designed by Forest Service engineers in the variety of standard lookout styles
developed between 1910 and 1960; reflect the Forest Service goals for natural resource protection through
fire detection and suppression, identified with catastrophic events, and resulting legislation; and constructed
by CCC enrollees under direction of Forest officers, as part of the New Deal work-relief program.

Early Administrative Lookouts (1905-1928): The D-6 cupola lookouts reflect the early years of the Forest
Service, from World War I until the beginning of the Great Depression. These structures are closely
associated with the development of the Forest Service and that agency's initial attempts at standardization in
the fields of fire detection and suppression. The cupola lookout represents the agency's "early day" fire
suppression efforts in the forests of the Pacific Northwest - of the "lonely vigil" of a fire observer stationed
on the summit of a remote peak. There are approximately ten cupola-style lookouts remaining on National
Forest Service lands in Region 6.

Depression-Era Lookouts (1929-1941): The L-4 gable-roof lookouts are associated with the early
Depression years, and the hipped-roofL-4 lookouts are associated with New Deal's Civilian Conservation
Corps program; both date to the years of the Forest Service's continued attempts at standardization in fire
detection and suppression, as well as to the "double-coverage" goal.

World War II and Post-War Lookouts (1942-1960): Placed on Region 6 Forests between about 1957 and
the early 1 960s, the R-6 "flat-top" lookout extend the long continuum of fire detection efforts in rugged areas
of the Pacific Northwest. Significant for their role in the continuum of fire-detection in Region 6, these
lookouts helped maintain forested stands that would produce a reliable timber supply to meet the intense
post-World War II demand. Placed in relatively small numbers, the R-6 lookouts represent new technologies
and materials available after the war.

Physical Characteristics

Lookouts
In order for properties to qualif' for listing, Region 6 National Forests must have used the lookouts for fire
detection and suppression during the historic period, and be clearly associated with the government and
conservation activities of the National Forest. The fire lookouts, intact examples of D-6 cupola, L-4 style, R-
6 flat-roofed lookouts, or platform lookouts, must retain sufficient integrity of location, setting, design, and
materials to evoke the period of their construction and historic use. The integrity of the structure should not
be compromised by relocation, reconstruction, or by substantial replacement materials. The fire lookouts
should embody craftsmanship and materials, and retain its historic associations. Representative physical
characteristics of fire lookouts include:

D-6 Cupola Lookouts: Characteristics include: lookouts made of a pre-cut kit of wood frame construction; a
square floor plan of approximately 12'x 12' dimensions; a main story with a wood shingled, hipped roof
cupola; double "v" rustic, or clapboard siding; top-hinged, wood windows on elevations of the main story;
and wooden shutters on the main and cupola stories. Interior components include wood, tongue-in-groove
wall covering and flooring, or wallboard covering of Celotex or a like material.

L-4 Lookout: Characteristics include: structures built according to standardized plans and from pre-cut kits; a
square floor plan, approximately 14 x 14 feet, a gabled or hipped roof two-over-two light windows; and
door and "awning" type window shutters. A variant of the L-4 lookout style has extended ceiling joists
("outriggers") that form external attachments for suspending the "awning"-type window shutters while the
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structure was in use. Typical construction materials included a wood-shingled roof, tongue-in-groove
ceilings, interior siding, and floor.

R-6 Lookout: Characteristics include: a stmcture that has a 15' by 15' cabin dimensions; flat, tarred roof no
shutters or window coverings; and siding typically constructed of T-1-1 1 plywood or similar prefabricated
wood materials. Early R-6 lookout cabins had seven windows per wall, with four lights each, and an open
soffit. Later models had one light above and one larger light below, and closed soffits. Standard on the
interior of all R-6 lookouts (as well as on all earlier models) was the Osborne Firefinder mounted on a
pedestal in the center of the lookout [or, for the D-6, cupola] floor).

Associative Qualities

Guard Stations
Many Region 6 guard stations are potentially eligible under National Register Criterion A for their
association with the Forest Service and its administration of public lands and natural resources.
Characteristics that distinguish these resources are also related to location and period of use, design and
materials. Guard stations built in Region 6 prior to the Depression Era were typically constructed in isolated
areas from native materials. From these rural headquarters, the Forest Service managed natural resources.
Guard stations built during the Depression Era served similar functions.

Specific associative qualities that contribute to the Region 6 guard station's significance include: designed by
Forest Service officers between 1905 and 1932 with consideration for cost and location; reflect the Forest
Service goals for natural resource protection through fire detection and suppression and; constructed by CCC
enrollees under direction of Forest officers, as part of the New Deal work-relief program in the 1930s.

Physical Characteristics

Guard Stations

In the early years of Forest Service development, guard stations often had dual purposes --- as administrative
and fire suppression-related facilities. They were often single structures, sometimes with an associated
outhouse and barn. Location was of primary importance. The physical characteristics and the stylistic
elements of these buildings are the same as those discussed for the development of the administrative
buildings and sites; the same types of physical characteristics and attributes are discussed in "Administrative
Buildings and Sites" section above.

Recreation Facilities
Associative Qualities
The following assessment of associative values pertaining to the historical significance of Region 6
Recreation Facilities is from Elizabeth Gail Throop's Recreation Development in the National Forests in
Oregon and Washington (2004).

These requirements for the property types set apart the physical characteristics and associative qualities that
compose the significance of a building, structure, or site. These physical characteristics and associative
qualities are the basis for theme-specific criteria used to measure the relative architectural, stylistic, and
historic values.

As a property type, Forest Service recreation buildings, structures, and sites are potentially eligible under
Criterion A, for their association with a major Federal land managing agency whose administration of public
land and resources influenced the historic development of local communities reliant on them for
environmental, economic and recreational needs. The broader historical patterns described by the activities,
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policies, and programs of the Forest Service are those of natural resourceconservation and development, and

public land management.

As a property type, privately-built recreation resources on the National Forests arepotentially eligible under

Criterion A, for their association with important trends in the historicdevelopment of the travel, tourism,

and/or hospitality industries, and in the growth of outdoor recreation in the States of Oregon and Washington.

As a property type, Forest Service Depression Era recreation resources arepotentially eligible under Criterion

A, for their direct association with the political and legislative events of President Franklin D. Roosevelt's

New Deal. These events signify the unprecedented intervention of the Federal Government in the economic
life of the country and in the welfare of its citizens. The broader pattern inherent in these events is the

recasting of American thinking on the responsibilities of government, and the resultant change in the role

played by the Federal government.

The associative qualities that qualify an example of the property type, relevant to Criterion A, include:

Tangible manifestations of the Good Roads Movement, and mass-production of the automobile.

Represent private development of long-term, permanent recreation facilities to serve public needs.

Represent private response to Forest Service measures to encourage public recreation on the National

Forests.

Public or private organizational efforts to promote outdoor recreation and good health for youth and/or

constituents.

Agency's response to establishment of public land and resource management mission to regulate use of

National Forests.

Designed by architects in Regional Office, with consideration for agency image and identity.

Built by Forest Service employees in the early recreational use of the forest.

Built by CCC, 1933-42; end products of New Deal direct-aid, work-relief program.

Recall Federal government's response to the Depression, and the problems of unemployed youth.

Translation of needed work identified in 1933 "A National Plan For American Forestry" (the Copeland
Report) into work projects for CCC, supervised by technical agency.

Physical Characteristics
Physical characteristics that qualify examples of recreation property types relevant to Criterion C include:

Early Forest Period (1905 -1911)

Natural and Native Materials - Logs, local and on-site; field or rubble stone.

Single Exterior Treatment - Hewn or round logs, scribed or unscribed.

Gable, Shed, Hip Roof Shapes - Pitch responds to climatic conditions; roof trim projects, open; roof
configuration simple, gable - primary shape, entry, porch covered with gable extension or shed roof.

Windows - Single and double-hung sash, singly placed for light and ventilation

Chimney - Interior chimney, stovepipe, occasional stone exterior end chimney.

Entri - Plain, covered.
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Intermediate Period (1912-1 932)

Natural and Native Materials - Milled/Manufactured -- shiplap, clapboard, flush drop-siding, shingles;

limited processing -- peeled logs, field and rubble stone.

Single Exterior Treatment - Materials applied in uniform finished surface. Single Texture - manufactured

wood or round logs.

Gable and Shed Roof Shapes - Gable shape predominates, pitch appropriate toclimatic conditions. Primaly
shape may be reiterated in complimentary roof donners. Porches may be extended gable shape, or shed roof

along long axis of building.

Windows - Single sash, fixed, or paired with horizontal slide opening; maybe single light or multi-light
divisions; one-over-one double-hung sash, singly or in pairs. Arrangements varyfrom regularity to

asymmetry.

Chimneys - Brick or stone exterior side or end placement; interior chimneys.

Entry - Plain, covered.

Depression Era Period (1932-1941)

Natural and Native Materials - Milled/Manufactured, locally processed or obtained -- rough-sawn beveled

siding, shiplap and flush drop-siding, shingles limited processing -- peeled logs, field and rubble stone.

Varied Exterior Treatment - Materials applied differing in size, shape, and finished surface. Detail enhanced
by juxtaposing two (or more) contrasting textures. Single texture -manufactured wood - a common

treatment; single texture - natural rustic materials (log, stone); multiple textures of stone and wood, stone and

log, and differing wood surfaces characteristic also.

Gable. Hip. and Shed Roof Shapes - Primary design, pitch appropriate to climatic conditions. Roof
configurations range from single shape, varied in size, position, and number - to occasional complex designs
incorporating two or more shapes, variously reiterated in porches, hoods, and dormers.

Multi-Paned Windows - Both double-hung sash and casements. Window treatments differ in size and

aspect, and range from single divisions to groups of two or three, with and without mullions. Arrangements

also vary from regularity to asymmetry.

Chimneys - Massive brick or stone (dressed, random coursed; field stone) exterior side or end, and/or brick

or stone-faced interior - regular features.

Dormers - Complimentary or contrasting to roof shape.

Main Entry - Covered, with cover repeating roof shape.

Shutters - Often present as a decorative element as well as functional purpose.

Trim - limited and most often subtle, including items of architectural vocabulary such as heavy timber posts,

usually single but occasionally paired, often with brackets or corbels. Oversize roof and other structural

members.

Objects: Shelters, registration booths, fountains, campground stoves, fireplaces, pits, outhouses - generally
rock and wood structures that blend into the surrounding natural setting in form and material. Use of native

materials.

Landscape - To enhance relationship of building/structure to site - includes built features such as dry-laid or
mortared stone retaining walls, paths/trails, roads/spurs defined with stone.
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World War II and Post-War Period (1942-1960)
Exterior Treatment - Board and batten, or horizontal lap siding; plywood siding with cedar veneer.

Gable or Hip - Generally low profile gable roofs covered with wood shingle or shakes. Eave overhangs.

Fixed. Awning, or Honper Windows - Single light windows. Sometimes skylights added to entrance areas.

Main Entry - Covered with small portico or porch, or sheltered by part of carport roof. Sometime a recessed
entrance.

him - Simple narrow trim boards.

Landscape - To enhance relationship of building/structure to site -- includes built features such stone patios
and porches. Integrated into the landscape.

Style - Representative of the Ranch or Northwest style, but other regional adaptations are also present.
Minimal detail, and simplicity of form.

Summary
The significance of the property types are closely tied to early Forest Service land management, and are
interrelated. Buildings, sites, objects, structures, and districts have both associative and architectural values:
the architecture itself is often associative. Thus, much of their significance is carried in their character and
appearance.

To meet the applicable criteria, a property must have retained most of its historic materials as well as the
physical features that characterize the respective period expressions. The original design must be clearly
discernible, and workmanship in construction and finish evident. The property should be in its original
location, with the natural or built setting at least partially intact. A property that has been relocated to a
wholly compatible environment will be considered, if the building retains its historic appearance and
character. The architectural character of the property type ranges from the very plain and simple to highly
stylistic. The plain buildings tolerate less change than the more elaborately styled ones, that is, relatively
fewer modifications can be made before the historic identity is lost.

Organizational Schemes for Potential National Register Nominations
There are a variety of ways in which Region 6 staff can approach the organization for future Determination
of Eligibility studies and nominations to the National Register of Historic places, whether individual
nominations or multiple property submissions. Choices regarding optimum ways to proceed will necessarily
involve internal considerations such as efficiency, staff availability, and agency budgets.

Agency personnel may consider establishing priorities for completing Determination of Eligibility's (DOE)
or National Register nominations. This might be based on rarity of type and use. Forexample, extant
buildings/structures from the 1905-1911 time period are extremely rare and might rate higher in priority for
documentation and protection.

The Forest Service can select from a variety of approaches to complete further documentation of historic
resources grouping the properties by historic theme, property type or geography, or complete either
individual nomination forms or Multiple Property Submissions. For example, in 1993, the Mt. Hood
National Forest produced an individual National Register nomination for the Bagby Guard Station. In 1994,
the Siskiyou National Forest completed a Determination of Eligibility document "Historic Fire Lookouts on
the Siskiyou National Forest," a study of all eight extant fire lookouts on the Forest. In 1999, the Rogue
River National Forest produced a Multiple Property Submission to the National Register entitled "US Forest
Service Historic Structures on the Rogue River National Forest." The document included fourteen eligible
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resources associated with the development of the Crater/Rogue River National Forest in southwest Oregon.
The resources in the latter project ranged in date from 1911 to 1943, and encompassed administrative
buildings, fire lookouts, snow-survey cabins, a campground, and shelters. These fourteen structures were
selected for their quality, integrity, and significance.

Individual National Register nominations andlor DOE's for any qualifying properties can be completed on a
case-case-by case basis by individual Forests as time and money permit. Multiple Property Submissions
provide a wide range of choices for organization, including by entire Forest Service Region, by State
(Oregon and Washington) or geographic area or by individual Forest, and are less labor intensive and can
cover a wide range of properties.

The Forest Service could, for example, focus on a property type such as fire lookout cabins/towers and
prepare a Multiple Property Submission focused in any one of the above-mentioned geographic
configurations. Agency staff can then decide if it is most efficient or best suited to the agency's needs to
document the number of L-4-type lookout cabins/towers remaining in the entire region, or east and west of
the Cascades, or in Oregon or Washington, or on an individual Forest.

Following are examples ofpotential Multiple Property (MP) Submissions organized in various ways
according to the project's focus, geographic area and chronological period:

O Early US Forest Service Historic Structures, Region 6, 1905-1911.

U Early US Forest Service Historic Structures, Oregon, 1905-1911.

U Early US Forest Service Historic Structures, Washington, 1905-1911.

U US Forest Service Historic Structures by each National Forest.

U Pre-CCC Historic Structures in Region 6 (1905-1932).

U CCCIWPA Recreation Facilities in Region 6; or by Forest; or state.

U US Forest Service CCC/WPA Rustic Style Guard stations in Region 6; or by Forest; or state. Note: This

MP is established and needs only representative properties added.

U US Forest Service Fire Lookouts, Region 6; or "Cupola-style" Lookouts in Region 6.

U Summer Home Tracts in the Region 6 (as a property type or by Forest).

0 US Forest Service Recreation Facilities in Region 6-by property type or forest (i.e. campgrounds, ski

facilities, trails, public group facilities).

U World War II Historic Resources in Region 6.

U Post-World War II Administrative Buildings and Sites in Region 6.

U US Forest Service Nursery Complexes in Region 6.

U US Forest Service Experiment Stations in Region 6.

U Snow-Survey Cabins and similar features in Region 6

U Cooperative Management Resources in Region 6
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